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INTRODUCTION
Western Montana has a wide variety cf grazing lands varying from
irrigated pastures and open lew-elevation grasslands to the forested
ranges and high mountain meadows.

Although the irrigated pastures and

low-elevation grasslands are the primary forage producing areas, they
cannot produce all of the forage needed to sustain the area^s cattle
herds throughout the year»

Thus, the cattle are dependent on the for

ested ranges for part of their anriual forage supplyo
The forested ranges in Western Montana consist of two types which
can be classified as permanent or transitory forest ranges (Mueggler,
1962),

The permanent forest range is characterised by an open overstory

of ponderosa pine with an understory of bunchgrass and shr»ibby species»
This forest type produces a permanent forage supply which is used by
livestock during the spring-summer-fall grazing season»

However, this

type makes up only 16 per cent of the forested areas in Western Montana
and cannot supply all of the necessary forage (Morris, 191+5v^
The transitory forest ranges occur in aense stands of Douglas-fir
and larch, spruce and subalpine fir or associated forest types»

Although

most of the forested ranges in Western Montana are cf tnis type, they
support dense timber stands and produce little palatable forage for
cattle.

Most of the grazing in tnis zone occurs on dry parks, meadows

and glades or on areas that have been logged or burned (Morris, 19i+7)o
Since almost all of the natural openings that are available to cattle
are heavily grazed, burning or logging present the only major opportunity
—1—’

to increase the grazing value of these forested areas « After being
opened up through logging or burning these areas are available for use
by cattle for a number of years until the forest regeneration closes
over the areas.
The effect of logging on vegetation and site conditions^ as well
as succession on cutover areas^ has been studied by several investigators,
However, little work has been done on the prodactivity of cutover areas
from a grazing standpoint and no work has been done in tne fir-larch and
spruce-fir zones, which make up most of the transitory forest ranges in
Western Montana»
The objective of this study Is to determine the grazing value of
clearcut in the fir-larch and spruce-fir forest zones»

To accomplish

this, it will be necessary to determine the amount and kind of vegetation
that occurs on clearcuts in the fir-larch and spruce-fir zones^ to deter
mine the amount of use cattle are currently making of these clearcuts5
and the preference of cattle for certain species and groups of species
that occur on the clearcuts selected for study»

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
TJumerous studies have been conducted on cutover areaso

Generally

the results of these studies fall in one or more of the following cate
gories 2

the initial effect of logging disturbances on understory

vegetation and site; the effect of slash cover on vegetation and acces
sibility of forage; the use of fire for the reduction of slash accumu
lations and its subsequent effect on the residual timber stand; the
plant succession on cutover areas; and the effect of reduced competition
from the forest overstory on the 'inderstory vegetationo

These factors

influence the vegetation that occurs on cutover areas and the avail
ability of this vegetation as forage for cattleo

In addition, several

other studies have been conducted on the distribution of cattle on
forest ranges and cutover areas and the preference of cattle for various
species that occur on these areaso
Initial Effects of Clear-cutting
Many observers reported that, on the average, tractor logging
destroyed 25 to 30 per cent of the herbaceous and shrubby vegetation«
Fowells and Shubert (1951) observed that ground skidding with a crawler
tractor denuded 22 per cent of the ground surface in ponderosa pine-fir
stands in California*,

Tractor logging, when compared with cable logging

of ponderosa pine forest in Washington and Oregon, was found tc denude
the herbaceous and shrubby vegetation from an average of 21 per cent of
the ground and covered 15 per cent more with slash*.
^3=

Deep soil disturbance

occurred on 1$ per cent of the area logged by tractors, but only lo9 per
cent of the area logged by cable (Garrison and Rummell, 19^1) ^ Dymess
(196$b), investigating the effect of logging and burning on understory
vegetation in the Douglas-fir forests of the Western Cascades, noted
that both high-lead and tractor logging slightly disturbed 23 per cent
of the area and deeply disturbed 9 per cento

Tractor logging compacted

27 per cent of the area while high-lead logging compacted only 9 per
cent.
Steepness of slope was fo^md tO' greatly influence the amount of
site disturbance by logglngo

Areas with slopes of

per cent or more

had a much higher incidence (2<>8 times) of deep soil disturbance than
did plots less than liO per cent

Garrison and Eummell, 1951 )o However,

Dyrness (1965b) found that if slopes did net exceed 20 to jO per cent
and skidroads were located on the contour the effects of this disturb
ance could be minimizedo
Garrison and Rummell^s (1951) study on the initial effects of
logging disturbance in Eastern Oregon and Washington showed that grasses
and grasslike plants were more susceptible to logging damage than were
some of the more deeply rooted and rhlzomatous weeds and shrubso

Rey

nolds (1 9 6 1 ) attributed the increase in forbs and aspen sprouts and the
decrease in sedges and perennial grasses the first year after selective
logging of a ponderosa pine forest in Arizona to a difference in resist
ance to mechanical disturbances during logglngo
stimulated the development of aspen sproutso

He found that logging

Similarly, I^ness (1965b)

found the cover of all species was greatly decreased by logging but low
shrubs withstood logging better than taller oneso

He concluded from the
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results of the first postlogging sample that very few Invading plants
were present and, consequently, almost all vegetation encountered was
a remnant from the pre-existing stando
Succession on Cutover Areas
Dyrness (1965a) fo^ind the disturbance history to be at least as
Important as the original species composition of the understory stand
in determining plant distribution on cutover areas in the Douglas-fir
zone in the Western Cascadeso

He concluded tnat, as plant succession

advances, the influence of logging and slash burning disturbance will
decrease and other site factors such as soil characteristics and aspect
will become increasingly important in controlling plant cover «
The natural recovery of vegetation on areas with deep soil dis
turbance was found to be slow (Garrison and Foimmell^ 1951)o Garrison
(i960), while studying cutover ponderosa pine forests in Eastern Wash
ington, found similar resultso

He estimated that vegetation recovery on

severely skidded trails by the seventh year after logging was arrested
at a stage about equal to that existing 2 years after logging on the
less severely disturbed areas^

The slow recovery of these areas was

attributed to the severe soil disturbances, compacted surface horizons,
and reduced vegetative cover on these areaso

Similarly, Dyrness (1965a)

found the plant cover on largely undisturbed areas tc» be 2 8 oii per cent,
9 per cent on slightly disturbed areas and only lo6 per cent on deeply
disturbed or compacted plotso

He concluded that the degree of disturb

ance exerts a major influence on the amount of vegetation present during
the first 2 years following logglngo

"6~
Isaac (19ii3) found that the rate of development of herbaceous and
shrubby vegetation on cutover areas in the Douglas»fir zone in Washington
and Oregon was influenced by site quality, intensity of slash fires,
repeated bums, species present, and annual weather variations.

Succes

sion on these areas appeared to follow certain trends; however, the rate
of development and species composition varied between clearcuts.

The

vegetation that returned following clear-cutting included species from
two sources, namely, species from the original forest where underground
parts survived the logging disturbances and invading species that did not
occur in the shade of the original foresto

The total cover was found

to reach its first peak at about the third year, because of the rapid
development of annuals and perennials that had wind-blown seed and
thrived in the ash of slash fires; then as these declined or disappeared
there was a slight drop in total cover until they were gradually replaced
by the more lasting perennials and the gradual growth of woody shrubso
Garrison (I960) found that the early vegetative recovery on cut
over ponderosa pine forests in Eastern Washington was dominated by forbs,
especially those plants with good systems of rhizomes and runners such
as Achillea millefolium, various species of Lupinus, Fragaria, and two
species of Hieraciumo Most of these species were not abundant before
logging.

Similarly, Dyrness (1965a) found that as succession advanced

some minor species in the understory stand substantially increased their
coverage and the herbaceous cover was increased by a number of invading
species.

By the fourth year after logging Garrison (I960) reported that

the forbs had reached their maximum development and were abundant and
disproportionately represented in comparison to their original status.

The cover of grasses and shrubs were 22 and

per cent, respectively,

below their original amounts o Calamagrostis mbescens
were the major representatives of tne grass groupe

and Carex geyeri

By the seventh year

after logging the forb group continued to be an abnormally large part
of the understory, although some forbs, notably Bragaria spp^., declinedo
By this time the grasses and shrubs were almost restored to their orig
inal density,,
Rummell and Holscher (19^S) reported that, following logging of
ponderosa pine forests in Eastern Oregon and Washington, it took L years
for the vegetation to regain its original cover. The native vegetation
following logging consisted largely of aggressive species such as
Achillea millefolium , Arnica cordlfolla, and Cxrsium sppo

Terwilliger

(1961^) found similar results on cutover lodgepole pine forests in the
Central Rockieso

However, by 5 years after logging Carex geyeri usually

spread and became the dominant forage plai*.t„
Arnold (1953)3 reporting on heavy selection, logging in a poxiderosa
pine forest in Arizona, fo-ond that f-he herbaeeous plant cover increased
very little in the 5 years following logglngo

The over all effect of the

canopy release was more than cancelled by the effe-t of surface disturb
ances and heavy slash accumulations on the better perenrôlai b'unchgrasseso
The greatest loss In cover of these buncngrasses occurred on logging
roads and skid trails or on areas covered by hear/ slash accumulations„
However, Base (1958), while working in the ponderosa pine zone in South
Dakota and Wyoming, and Reynolds (,1961), working in the ponderosa pine
zone in Arizona, found that all classes of understory vegetation in
creased as crown cover decreased^

Grasses showed the greater response,

forbs next, and shrubs showed the least response (Base, 1958)o

Reynolds (1962 and 1961) fonnd that forbs and aspen sprouts in
creased while sedges and pereimial grasses decreased the first year after
selective logging of a ponderosa pine forest in Arizonae

From the second

to the sixth year all classes (grasses, sedges, forbs and shrubs) except
sedges increased annuallyo

Thereafter all classes declined.

Sedges

were the only forage class that produced less on the logged area#

He

concluded that selection cutting appeared to increase forbs in the area
influenced by canopy and root systems#

Baskett, Donkerson, and Martin

(19?8) found similar results of selection cutting of a white oak forest
in Missouri.
Effects of Burning on Vegetation
Several investigators studying the effect of burning on vegetation
found that fire temporarily affected the vigor of perennial grasses and
forbs and that desirable grasses were reduced in density while forbs
ultimately increased in density (Fechanic, Stewart, and Blaisdell, 19^8;
Blaisdell, 19^0).

Similarly, Humes (1957j found that burning increased

the mortality of grasses and caused partial crown damage.

In addition,

the moisture content was lower in plants on the burned areas, which
caused them to cure earlier than the plants on the unbumed areas# This
is probably due to the blackening effect of fire and its subsequent
effect on soil surface temperatures and moisture content.

Mueggler and

Blaisdell (1958) reported that Carex geyeri was severely damaged by
burning but species of Lupinus were benefitted by the reduced competition,
Weaver (1951 and 1959), while studying the effect of burning on
ponderosa pine understory in Eastern Washington, found that fire may

stimulate Calamagrostis rubescens and that the growth of other perennial
grasses was vigorous. Severe bums caused temporary damage to Calama
grostis rubescens and 3 or k years were required for it to recapture
these spots.

He concluded that perennial grasses were disappearing be

cause of fire control and heavy grazing and that subsequent bums at
intervals of several years may check the encroachment of shrubs and
timber reproduction and encourage the grasses.
Dyrness (I96^a) found the Intensity of burning to greatly influ
ence the amount of plant cover on an area„

The first growing season

after slash burning, total plant cover averaged Ulo7 per cent on unbumed
plots, 6.8 per cent on lightly burned plots, and 1.1 per cent on severely
burned plots, indicating almost no recovery the first growing season
following this severe disturbanceo
The effect of broadcast burning, a common practice of destroying
logging slash following clear-cutting, was studied by Morris (1958) and
Steen (1966) for the Douglas-fir region of Washington and Oregon.

Brush

species covered a greater part of the unburned than burned ground for
at least 5 to 7 years after logging.

After 7 years the differences in

brush cover on bumed and unbumed areas became less until, by 11 to 16
years, they were about the same.

Apparently the first brush species to

become dominant is most likely to remain dominant for at least 10 years
(Steen, 1966).

The total area shaded by herbaceous species was similar

for burned and unbumed areas but the species of perennial and annual
Epiloblum as well as Rubus macropetalus were present in similar amounts
on both the burned and unburned areas.

Senecio sylvatlcus occurred in

greater amounts on the bumed than on the unburned areas while Linnaea
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borealis was much more abundant on the unbumed than on the bumed areas
(Morris, 1958).

Similar results were found by Steen (1966)^

Effects of Slash on Vegetation
The effect of slash on vegetation was studied by Arnold (1953),
Pase (1958), and Reynolds (1966. « Arnold (1953 fo’^md that heavy accu
mulations of slash after logging caused a great increase in perennial
weeds (2 times) and annual grasses and weeds (5o5 times) with a corres
ponding decrease in perennial grasses \kO per cent)c The total herba
ceous cover remained unchanged during the period cf this studyo

Pase

(1958) found that herbage production decreased as the amount of dead
needles and litter increased under unlogged ponderosa pine forests in
Wyoming and South Dakota.

Reynolds (1966cy, however, concluded that

slash cleanup on selectively logged ponderosa pine forests in Arizona
had no measurable effect upon total herbage production or on the propor
tion of grasses, forbs, and shrubs in the understory vegetation.
Productivity of Cutover Areas and Duration of Effect of Clear-cutt
The amount of vegetation produced on clearcuts as comparée to that
produced under uncut forests has been measured by several investigators »
Pase (1958) found that clearcuts produced 2,160 pounds of air-dry plant
material per acre while a timber stand with a crown cover of 70 per cent
produced only iiO pounds per acre. Pickford ana Rled i19iiÔ J fo'und that
unlogged pinegrass-elk sedge range In Eastern Oregon produced 756 pounds
of green forage per acre.

Hopkins (1952)found that cutover areas of

longleaf pine produced about 1 ton per acre wnile full stocked pole
stands averaged 100 pounds per acre.

The duration of the effect of clear-cutting on understory vegeta
tion has been studied by several investigators.

Reynolds (1961) reported

that the production of understory vegetation on selectively logged pondersoa pine lands on the North Kaibab in Arizona was expected to exceed
that on unlogged lands for a period of 11 to 15 years. Pengally (1953)
found that browse production reached a peak 10 to 15 years following
logging and decreased gradually thereafter until conifers again domin
ated,

According to Steen (1966)^ production of shrubby plants reached

their peak 11 to 16 years following logging in the Douglas-fir region
of Washington and Oregonc
The effect of selection logging was found to reach a peak by 6
years after logging; thereafter the production of grasses, sedges, forbs,
and shrubs declined.

The effect was still noticeable, however, 9 years

after logging (Re3molds, 1961; Baskett, Donkerson, and Martin, 1958)o
Cattle Distribution
Several factors have been found to influence the distribution of
grazing cattle.

According to Morris (1917), steep slopes, heavy timber

stands and large areas of poor forage contributed to poor distribution,
Mueggler (1965) found cattle distribution to vary with steepness of
slope and distance up the slope.

On a 10 per cent slope where access

is only from the bottom, 75 per cent of the cattle use is likely to be
within 8lO yards of the foot of the slope, However, on a 60 per cent
slope, 75 per cent of the use is likely to be within 35 yards of the
bottom.
Logging slash is another important factor that materially affects
livestock distributiono

Weidman (1936; warned that masses of slash left

-12=

following logging in the Pacific Northwest reduced available livestock
forage for several years and caused livestock concentrations in openings
with resultant overgrazing»

In California, Sindel (1963) found that

adequate reduction of deerbrush sprouts by cattle was generally limited
to those areas relatively free of residual dead brush, downed logs, and
other obstacles»

According to Reynolds (1966c), cattle using selectively

logged ponderosa pine forests in Arizona preferred areas cleared of slash
over areas not cleared of slash while deer preferred areas where slash
was undisturbed»

He found that forage variations did not explain the

differences in cattle and deer use and concluded that the physical ob
stacles of slash may have contributed to this difference»

While the

slash presented an access obstacle to cattle, the deer might have felt
more conspicuous in areas cleared of slash»

Similarly, Glending (19kh)

stated that cattle using pine-Dunchgrass ranges in Arizona preferred
areas with lesser amo'onts of dead needles and other plant litter »
Reynolds (1966b, 1962, 19ôl ■ studied the relative use of elk,
deer, and cattle in relation tc- natural and created openings in the
spruce-subalpine fir zone in Arizona»

He found that cattle preferred

natural openings to created openings and that the relative use by cattle
was more abundant (3 to hi times ; in natural openings than within adja
cent forest, while the use of created openings and adjacent forest were
about the same.

The elk and deer preferred created openings to natural

openings with elk using both forest and openings in equal amounts and
deer preferring forest to openings.

He concluded that the difference

in relative use was due to the fact that cattle preferred perennial
grasses, which made up 98 per cent of the vegetative cover on natural
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openings, while deer preferred forbs, which made up 68 per cent of the
composition in created openings and most of the palatable forage in the
forest-

Also, the physical obstacle of slash and debris that occurred

on the clearcuts may have redccea utilization

by cattle.

In a similar study on a selectively logged ponderosa pine forest
in Arizona, Reynolds (1966a, and 1962) found that the relative use by
deer in forest and openings averaged about the same, whereas dropping
groups by elk and cattle were more numerous in openings than in the
forest.

The heaviest use by elk and cattle was associated with peren

nial grasses while the greatest use by deer was associated with forbs.
Cattle were found to use all sizes of forest openings but relative use
by deer and elk declined sharply as size of opening increased (Reynolds,
1966a).
Cattle Preference
Reppert (I960), reporting on the preference of grazing heifers in
the sandhills of Northeastern Colorado, found that they showed a variable
preference for different species at different times of the year.

Cully

(1937) in Arizona and Moorefield and Hopkins (1951) in Kansas reported
that preference was primarily influenced by summer temperature and the
stage of growth of the plant,
Hopkins (1952), studying the grazing habits of cattle in the long
leaf pine region, found that cattle congregated on fresh bums since
burning removed old, rough herbage and promoted the growth of green
herbage.

Shepherd, Southwell, and Stephenson (1953) found that from

March to September cattle spent a high proportion of their time, while
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grazing longleaf-slash pine forests, on current prescribed winter bums
even though the areas were closely grazed and forage was limited,

Humes

(19$7) found that livestock preferred burned to unburned bunchgrass
ranges in Western Montana„ He attributed this to a possible increase
in palatability of the forage on the burned areas.
Pase (1958) found that cattle tended to avoid shade-grown vegeta
tion where possible even though palatable species were present.

Simi

larly, Reynolds (1966b) found that the greatest cattle use was associated
with natural openings and perermial grasses.

However, Harris (195b)»

studying forage utilization on ponderosa pine ranges in Eastern Oregon,
found that cattle showed no preference for forage growing under the open
stands of ponderosa pine to that under the more dense mixed forest
stands.

He reported that elk sedge was used 29 per cent on pine-bunch-

grass range and 28 per cent on pinegrass-elk sedge range.

Plnegrass,

abundant on pinegrass-elk sedge range and relatively scarce on pine- '
bunchgrass range, was used equally on both areas, although to a much
lesser extent (9 and 12 per cent, respectively).

Pickford and Reid

(19b8) concluded from their study of cattle utilization on ponderosa
pine ranges in Eastern Oregon that Calamagrostis rubescens and Arnica
cordifolia are better forage plar. ts in the denser timber, possibly be
cause they retain moisture longer and do not toughen as quickly as in
the less wooded pine-bunchgrass areas.
Several investigators, studying forage utilization on summer
cattle ranges, have found the grasses and grasslike plants to be the
most important forage species.

Of these, Calamagrostis rubescens and

Carex geyeri are the most valuable (Harris, 195U| Pickford and Reid,
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19U8).

Pickford and Reid (19U8) reported that Carex geyeri and Calama-

grostis rubescens made up 30 per cent of the total vegetation and 57 per
cent of the total forage on ponderosa pine ranges in Oregon»

Tisdale

(1950), working in British Columbia, found that in the Douglas-fir zone
the principle herbaceous species was Calamagrostis rubescens which com
monly comprised UO to 50 per cent of the forage yield.

In Oregon, weeds

and shrubs were found to make up more than one-half of the vegetation
but provided less than 27 per cent of the forage utilized by cattle,
Hieracium spp. and Arnica cordlfolla were found to be the leading forage
producers among the forbs.

None of the shrubs combined sufficient abun

dance and palatability to be important as forage (Pickford and Reid, 19^8)^
Harris (195L), studying forage utilization on ponderosa pine ranges
in Eastern Oregon, found that the highest use of elk sedge (liO per cent)
occurred when grassland production was low.

During drought years cattle

were forced to use more timber forage to satisfy their needs.
years the use of timber forage dropped sharply.

During wet

He concluded that the

extent to which cattle grazed timbered range when given free choice was
dependent upon many things.

Vlhen there was an abundance of forage on

the grasslands, cattle grazed the timbered range only to the extent re
quired to escape heat and flies.

When grassland forage dried early in

the season, cattle used the greener, more succulent timber forage,
Morris (19Ü7) while describing forest grazing in Western Montana,
listed the important forage species in the larch-fir zone as Carex
geyeri, Arnica cordifolia, Festuca idahoensis, Lupinus spp,, and Salix
8pp., and in the subalpine zone as Promus carinatus, Senecio triangularis

Carex geyeri, Agrostis alba, and Mertensia ciliata. Calamagrostis

—
rubescens, Lupinus sppo. Spiraea sppc, Ceanothus velutlnus, VacclniuTn
scopariuTTi, and Symphoricarpos albus occupied extensive areas, but were
of little forage value «

He concluded that pinegrass ranges were little

used even in areas of level terrain.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA
Location

The study area is located within the exterior boundaries of the
Lolo National Forest in Western Montanao

The lU clearcut locations sam

pled in this study are within a iiO-mile radius of Missoula, Montana «
Eight of these clearcuts occur on private land owned by the Anaconda
Copper Mining Company and the other six occur on national forest land*
Figure 1 is a map of the study area showing the location of each
clearcuto
Description of Clearcuts
To aid in identification, each clearcut with the exception of
those in the Gold Creek drainage, was given the name of the drainage in
which it occurs or of a nearby prominent land-marko

Since 7 of the lU

clearcuts occur in the Gold Cree'tc drainage, these were numbered 1 through
7ÿ in the order in which they were sampled« Future reference to each
clearcut will be made by its specific name or numbero
The Edith Peak, Granite Creek, Lee Creek and Lost Park clearcuts
are in the Picea engelmanni-Abies lasiocarpa/Menziesia ferruginea asso
ciation within the Picea/AM.es^ ^one as described by Daubenmire (1952)
(Figo 2)o

This association will hereafter be referred to as the spruce-

fir EonSo

The Pseudotsuga men^iesil/Calamagrostis rubescens and the

Pseudotsuga menslesil/Physocarpus malvaceus associations occur within
Po menalesii zone in Western Montanao

The 10 clearcuts studied within
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Figure 1, Map of Western Montana showing the location of each clearcut.
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this zone all occur in the Po menziesii/Co rubescens association (Fig*
3)0

This association occurs on the more mesic sites in the Po menziesii

zone and as a result contains species such as Xerophyllam tenax which
are not usually considered to be important in this zone*

Although Dau-

benmire (1952) considered Larix occidentales to be a serai overstory
species in this zone it occurred as a dominant species in the forest
overstory surrounding each clearcut sampledo

Therefore, this zone will

hereafter be referred to as the flr°larch zone.
Although widely spaced in relation to the study area, the Edith
Peak, Granite Creek, Lost Park and Lee Creek clearcuts are generally
similar in appearance.

However, there are some dissimilarities.

The

narrow band of the spruce=fir zone in which the Lee Creek clearcut is
found, occurs in a creek bottom and can be considered a physiographic
climax (Daubenmire, 1952).

The upper portion of this clearcut occupies

the ecotone between the spruce-fir and fir*larch zoneso

The remaining

three clearcuts occur in climatic climax areas of the spruce-fir zone*
Other minor differences between these clearcuts were noted*

The Edith

Peak and Lost Park clearcuts contain '‘boggy" patches of standing water
which are dominated by sedges and rushes.

The Lee Creek and Granite

Creek cutover areas appear to be better drained and are relatively free
of these "boggy" areas.

In addition, the residual forest surrounding

the Granite Creek clearcut was selectively logged, leaving a much more
open stand than that which surrounds the other three clearcuts in this
zone*

Figures ü, 5, and 6 are general views of the Edith Peak, Granite

Creek, and Lost Park clearcuts, respectively.

Table 1 gives the physical

characteristics, history and location of each clearcut that was studied
in the spruce-fir and fir-larch zones*

Table 1.

The physical characteristics, history and location of each clearcut.

Exposure
in Deg.
%
Slope Azimuth

Clearcut

Elev,
Feet

Edith Peak

6 ,1 0 0

15^

180 °

Granite Creek

5,875

10 %

128°

Lee Creek

5,160

15%

300 °

Lost Park

5,750 0-15%

58°

Bear Creek

5,060

10 %

115°

Blue Mountain

5,lj85

25%

62 °

Gold Creek #1

It,525

ilt%

75°

Gold Creek #2

It,750

15%

75°

Gold Creek #3

It,650

5%

270 °

Gold Creek

lt,lt00

15^

250 °

Gold Creek

It,000

15%

50°

Gold Greek #6

It,500

8%

125°

Gold Creek #7

It,200

10%

270 °

Ninemile

It,375

5%

220°

^ Estimated acreage

Degree of Size of
Grazing Clearcut Year of
Slash
Slash
Treatment Intensity by Cattle in Acres Logging Location
Burned
Light
in rows
Burned
Light
in rows
Light
Broadcast
burned
Piled in rows Heavy
not burned
Broadcast Moderate
burned
to heavy
Burned
Light
in rows
Broadcast Moderate
burned
Broadcast Moderate
burned
Burned by
Light
wildfire
Heavy
Broadcast
burned
Broadcast Moderate
burned
Broadcast Moderate
burned
Burned by Heavy
wildfire
Burned
Light
in rows
rows-heavy

Ungrazed

120 *

1959

Ungrazed

20 *

1956

Ungrazed

15*

1956

Ungrazed

1*0*

1961

Light to
heavy
Moderate

110

1961

81

1962

Ungrazed

79

1962

Ungrazed

110

1961

Ungrazed

15

1961

Light

50*

1961

Light

75*

1962

Light

85*

1962

Ungrazed

30*

1961

Light

50*

1962

NE4 , Sec 21*
T16N, R22W
mi. Sec 23
TllW, R15E
Sec 31
TllN, R16E
NE4 , Sec I*
TION, R16E
Sec ll*
T13N, R17W
Sec 7
T12N, R20W
Sec 13
TlIiN, R17W
Sec 11,11*
TlI*W, R17W
Sec 31
T15N, R16W
Sec 25
T15N, R17W
Sec 1,2
Tll*W, E17W
Sec 2
T1ÎN, R17W
Sec 31
T15W, R16W
SEi, Sec 21*
T17N, R2I*W

rIo
0
1
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All of the clearcuts in the fir-larch zone occur in stands that
can be considered climatic climax (Daubenmire, 1952)» However, several
clearcuts in this zone have some distinguishing characteristics*

Most

of the area of Gold Creek No. 3 was severely burned during a wildfire in
1961.

This cutover area shows signs of accelerated erosion that is not

evident on any of the other clearcuts studied.

Similarly, Gold Creek

No. 7, which was burned in the same fire, was salvage logged after the
fire and, since it was not reburned, is covered with heavy accumulations
of slash.

The Ninemile clearcut is distinguished for another reason.

Preliminary observation revealed the presence of a number of introduced
species of grasses which are not present on the other clearcuts.

Figures

7, 8, and 9 are general views of several clearcuts in this zone*
Slash accumulations varied between clearcuts and methods of disposai.

On the Lost Park clearcut the slash was piled in rows but was

never burned.

This left a pattern of heavy and light slash accumulations

over the entire area (Fig. 6),

Similarly, on the Edith Peak, Granite

Creek, Blue Mountain and Ninemile clearcuts the slash was piled in rows
prior to burning.

After burning, this group as a whole had the least

amount of slash with the only slash accumulations being incompletely
burned logs in the rows (Figs. 10 and 11).

Gold Creek No* 3 was severely

burned by wildfire and was almost completely covered with slash*

The

remainder of the clearcuts were subject to prescribed burning after
clear-cutting.

Of these. Gold Creek No. U had heavy slash accumulations

over most of its area while on the remaining six clearcuts the slash
intensity varied from generally light to local heavy accumulations.

-
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The four clearcuts that were examined in the spruce-fir zone were
not grazed by cattle.

The isolated position of these cutover areas

likely explains this lack of grazing use.

This zone Is usually higher

in elevation than the fir-larch zone and the distance along access roads
is, by necessity, usually long.
On the 10 clearcuts in the fir-larch zone the intensity of grazing
varied from non-existant to locally heavy.

Gold Creek No. 1, 2, 3, and

7 showed no evidence of being used by cattle.
6 were lightly grazed.

Gold Creek No. ii, 5, and

Gold Creek No, ii was covered with such heavy ac

cumulations of slash that extensive grazing was physically limitedo

A

possible explanation for the light use of Gold Creek No. 5 and 6 was
their close association to blue-grass bottoms.

Poa protenses, the dom

inant species on these bottoms, comprises 8 to 10 per cent of the vege
tation in this area but makes up about 90 per cent of the forage utilized
(Morris, \9h$)• Both Ninemile and Blue Mountain received heavier grazing
pressure than the above clearcuts.

A small herd of cattle stayed on the

Blue Mountain clearcut during the summer and moderately grazed over most
of its area.
Of the lit clearcuts studied, Bear Creek received the heaviest
grazing pressure.

A saltground located on its upper edge and a spring

which occurred on the lower edge probably served to hold the cattle in
this area.
Soils and Climate
The soils of the study area closely resemble the brown podzolic
and gray wooded great soil groups as described by the Soil Conservation
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Service (i9 6 0 ).

The four clearcuts In the spruce-fir zone are associated

with brown podzolic soils formed in weathered granite or argillite (Fig.
12),

The 10 remaining clearcuts in the fir-larch zone occur on soils of

the gray wooded group (Fig. 13).

The coarse fragments associated with

these soils are mainly red and green argillite, quartzite, sandstone and
shale and occur mostly in alluvial or glacial deposits.
Climatological records are available from two locations within
the study area.

One station, at an elevation of 3,190 feet, is located

at the Missoula County Airport.

The second station, at ^,200 feet, is

located at the Greenough Post Office, approximately 30 miles east of
Missoula in the Blackfoot Valley,

Precipitation records dating back to

1886 are available from the Missoula station, while records from the

Greenough Post Office date back only 7 yearso
The average annual precipitation at Missoula is 13.8 inches and
at the Greenough Post Office it is 1706 inches. Near Missoula, the heav
iest precipitation comes during May and June with average rainfall of
about 2 inches in each of these months (U\S* Weather Bureau, 196$)o At
Greenough the wettest months are April, May and June with April and May
averaging about 1,6 inches and June about 2,3 inches of precipitation
(steel, 196 $),

Total annual snowfall averages 1|8.$ inches at Missoula

and 57,7 inches at Greenough.
The prevailing wind over Western Montana is from the west and
southwest during the spring and summer months, and from the west and
northwest during the winter months (UoSo Weather Bureau, 1965)o This
air must pass over the Bitterroot Range before reaching the Missoula area
and loses much of its precipitation on the western slopes of this range.
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This accoTints for the low average precipitation that is recorded for
Missoula and the surrounding valleyso
As a result, the climatological data from the Missoula and Green
ough weather stations cannot be applied directly to the individual clearcuts, since they are located in the surrounding mountainso

These data

are useful, however, in indicating general precipitation trends that
occurred during the period of this studyo
was found to be above averageo

Precipitation during 1965

At Missoula, the total precipitation

during this period was h inches above average, while at Greenough it
was 6.5 inches above average.

Precipitation during 1966 was found to

be below normal with a precipitation deficit of 2.7 inches at Missoula
and Xoh inches at the Greenough Post Office.
In addition, limited records are available from a precipitation
gauge located on Point Six l8 miles northwest of Missoula at 7,000 fast
in elevation.

This gauge is read once a year and indicates that the

total yearly precipitation at this location is approximately 50 inches.
Since the lowest clearcuts studied are higher in elevation than the
Greenough Post Office and the highest clearcuts are at an elevation of
almost 7,000 feet, it can be assumed that the study area receives from
20 to 50 inches of precipitation annually.

The precipitation any one

clearcut receives is dependent to a large extent on its elevation and
the surrounding topography.

Figure 2.

A stand representative of the Plcea engelmanni°Abies
lasiocarpa /Menziesia ferruginea association. Photo*
graph taken adjacent to the Lost Park clearcut.
Associated understory species were Xerophyllum tenax^
Vaccinium scoparium and Vaccinium spp.

Figure 3,

A stand adjacent to the Bear Creek clearcut repre
senting the Pseudotsuga menziesil /Calamagrostis
rubescens association. Associated understory species
were Carex geyeri, Xerophyllum tenax. Arnica ccrdifolia, Lupinus spp. and Vaccinium spp.

Figure 1^. A general view of the Edith Peak clearcut. This
clearcut occurred in the spruce-fir zone at 6,100
feet in elevation. The slash was piled and burned
and as a result this clearcut is almost entirely
free of slash accumulations.

%

Figure

General view of the Granite Creek clearcuta Note
the selectively logged residual forest surrounding
this clearcut which occurred in the spruce-fir zone
at an elevation of 5,900 feet. As a result of the
slash being piled in rows and burned this clearcut
is free of heavy slash accumulations.

Figure 6.

General view of the Lost Park clearcut. This clear=
cut occurs in the spruce-fir zone at an elevation
of 5,750 feet. The slash was piled in rows but was
never burned resulting in heavy accumulations on
this cutover area.

Figure 7.

General view of the Blue Mountain clearcut. This
clearcut occurs in the fir-larch zone at an elevation
of 5,500 feet. A small herd of cattle was present
on this clearcut throughout the summer months.
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Figure 8.

General view of the Gold Creek Noo 2 clearcut* This
clearcut occurred in the fir-larch zone at an eleva
tion of it,750 feet* Photograph taken early In June
shows Xerophyllum tenax In the flowering stage
and indicates the abundance of this species on these
cutover areas*

Figure 9ù

General view of the Bear Creek clearcut* This
clearcut occurred in the fir-larch zone at an eleva
tion of 5,060 feet* Photograph taken near saltground
which served to attract and hold cattle to this area*

Figure 10*

General view of the rows of burned slash on the
Ninemile clearcut* This clearcut occurred in the
fir-larch zone at an elevation of ii,375 feet*
Piling and burning of slash created alternating
rows of heavy slash accumulations and slash-free
areas *
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Figure 11,

Close-up view of the slash-free areas between the
rows of burned slash on the Ninemile clearcut o
These areas are easily used by cattle and produce
relatively large amounts of palatable forage®

Figure 12,

A close-up view of the brown podzolic soil found
in the spruce-fir zone. Parent material was
weathered argillite. Photograph taken on Edith
Peak clearcut.

Figure 13.

A profile of the gray wooded soil found in the
fir-larch zone. Bounded fragments of argillite
indicate glacial or alluvial origin of parent
material. Photograph taken on Gold Creek No. 2
clearcut.
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METHODS AND PROCEDJRES
Field Methods
The months of June through August, 1965 and 1966, were spent
selecting and sampling cutover areas in Western Montana« Four clearcuts
in the spruce-fir zone and 10 in the fir-larch zone were selected for
study*

The vegetation that occurred on these cutover areas was described

in terms of canopy-coverage and herbage yield in pounds per acre*

To

describe the stand in which each clearcut occurred the forest understory
adjacent to each cutover area was sampled in terms of canopy-coverage*
The amount of cattle use was measured to determine the degree to which
these clearcuts are grazed by cattle and their preference for certain
species and groups of species.

In addition, the soils and physical

characteristics of each cutover area were described*
Selection of each clearcut to be studied was based on predeter=
mined criteria of which forest type was of fundamental importance.
Selection of clearcuts was limited to those which occur within the
spruce-fir zone characterized by an overstory of Picea engelmanni and
Abies lasiocarpa with a prominent understory of Menziesia ferruginea or
within the fir-larch zone with an overstory of Pseudotsuga menziesii and
Larix occidentalis and an understory of Calamagrostls rubescens and
Arnica cordifolia. The relative abundance of clearcuts within each of
these zones accounted for the selection of four clearcuts in the sprucesubalpine fir zone and 10 clearcuts within the larch-fir zone,
-29-
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Selection of clearcuts within each zone was based on the age of
the clearcut, steepness of slope, amount of slash material, and acces
sibility to cattle.
these criteria.

The age of the clearcut was the most important of

It was felt that at least 3 or b years should have

elapsed since clear-cutting to ensure that the vegetation had enough
time to re-establish itself after the initial cutting disturbances*
However, on clearcuts older than 10 years, succession favoring brush
species and conifer regeneration appeared to have advanced to a stage
that would limit cattle use, especially in the spruce-subalpine fir
zone; therefore, these clearcuts were not selected.

In addition, any

factor such as steepness of slope and excessive amounts of slash which
limited cattle use, were used to eliminate clearcuts from selection.
Canopy-coverage was taken with a 1 square foot quadrat.

Canopy-

coverage for each species that occurred within each plot was estimated.
The number of quadrats used on each cutover area varied from 100 to 200,
depending on the size of the cutover area and the homogeneity of the
vegetation.

Decisions on the number of quadrats to be used on any one

clearcut were based on presampling examination of each clearcut and
preliminary statistical analysis of the data*

In some instances it

was necessary to return to a clearcut and take an additional number of
plots,
Twenty quadrats were spaced at 10-step intervals along a transect,
The number of transects used for each clearcut varied from 5 to 10 de
pending on the number of quadrats used.

These transects were system-,

àticàlly located so that they covered each clearcut as evenly as
possible.

—
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On the Edith Peak, Granite Creek, and Ninemile clearcuts the
slash was piled in rows before burning.

This left a pattern of alter

nating burned and unbumed areas which were easily stratified into
treatments before sampling.

On these three clearcuts the burned and

unbumed areas were sampled separately by the above method.

On the

remaining 11 clearcuts, burning occurred in scattered patches over each
cutover area.

No effort was made to stratify these clearcuts into

burned and unbumed areas before sampling.

Thus, each of the remaining

11 clearcuts were sampled as a unit and the canopy-coverage associated

with each is an average for the whole clearcut irrespective of the
treatment any small part may have received.
Techniques similar to those employed on the clearcuts were used
to sample the canopy-coverage of understory vegetation adjacent to each
clearcut.

Transects of 20 quadrats each were placed parallel to the

clearcut edge and just deep enough into the bordering forest to minimize
any effect clear-cutting might have on associated understory vegetation.
Where possible the transects were spaced so that the sample extended
around the entire clearcut border.
Data to determine herbage production In pounds per acre were col
lected from a 1 by I4.8 foot plot.
ected for several reasons.

This size and shape of plot was sel

The total area defined by the plot frame is

small enough to be seen at one time so that the vegetation falling
within the plot can be accurately measured, especially when the values
being determined are estimated.

Since the total area of this plot meas

ures U -8 square feet the field weights, obtained in grams, can be easily
converted into pounds per acre.

Also, the long narrow shape of this

-
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plot ts considered to be more accurate for sampling heterogeneous vege
tation such as that which occurs on the cutover areaso
During August, 196$, the four clearcuts in the spruce-fir zone
were sampled.

The current year's growth of the vegetation occurring

within each quadrat was clipped and weighed to the nearest gramo

The

important species were weighed and recorded separately, while the minor
species were grouped into the appropriate classes before weighingo
classes were:

These

other grasses; other grasslike plants; other forbs; and

other shrubs. With the exception of the Edith Peak clearcut, 20 quadrats
were used to sample each cutover area.

Four quadrats were spaced $0

steps apart along each of $ transects.

The transects were systematically

placed at equal intervals throughout each clearcut.

The results of this

sampling gave the average production for each cutover area irrespective
of local differences in treatments.

As before, the Edith Peak clearcut

was stratified into burned and unburned areas which were sampled separ
ately with 20 systematically located quadrats in each treatment.
During August, 1966, the remaining 10 clearcuts in the fir-larch
zone were sampled to determine herbage production.

After analyzing the

results of the previous summer's sampling in the spruce-fir zone, it was
determined that 20 quadrats were not sufficient to sample a clearcut and
that clipping each plot was too time consuming.

The number of quadrats

used to sample the remaining 10 clearcuts was increased from 20 to $0
during this period.

Ten quadrats were spaced at 20-step Intervals along

each of $ transects.

None of these clearcuts was stratified into treat

ments so that the transects were systematically located to equally cover
each clearcut.
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To avoid the time consuming necessity of clipping each quadrat,
the first week in August, 1966, was spent gaining experience in the
weight-estimate method as described by Pechanec and Pickford (1937).
The weight of the important species was estimated separately and the
minor species were estimated in groups.

Following estimation the spec

ies and groups were clipped on each quadrat and compared with the esti
mated weights.

This procedure was continued until the estimated weights

were consistently within 10 per cent of the actual weights, at which
time estimation became the principal method.

However, approximately 10

out of each 50 quadrats were clipped to maintain a check on the estimated
weights.
After sampling each clearcut to determine herbage production,
approximately 200 grams of plant material from each important species
and group of minor species was collected.

This material was placed in

separate paper bags and taken into the laboratory where it was air-dried
at room temperature for 2 weeks and again weighed in grams « This infor
mation was later used during laboratory treatment of the field data to
convert green weights into air-dry weights*
Of the li; clearcuts studied, only Bear Creek, Blue Mountain,
Ninemile and Gold Creek No* 6 showed evidence of being used by cattle.
Cattle use was indicated by the actual presence of grazing animals or
by indirect indications such as fecal groups*
A 1 by 5 foot plot was used when estimating the amount of utiliza
tion on each of these four clearcuts.

The per cent utilisation was

recorded for each species that occurred on each quadrat*
were spaced at 10-step intervals along a transect.

Twenty quadrats

The number of transects
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used per clearcut varied from 10 on the Bear Creek clearcut to three on
Gold Creek No. 6 and depended on the intensity of grazingo

Those clear

cuts that were grazed the heaviest received the most intensive sampling *
Additional information on utilization was obtained for selected
species using step transects#

On alternate steps, the species being

sampled nearest the right toe was examined.

Species selected in this

way were recorded as grazed or ungrazed, and if grazed, the perccentidf
the plant removed through grazing was estimated.
Appendix I is a chart showing the sampling regimen for each
clearcut.
One soil pit was dug in each cutover area#

The soil profile was

described for later use in determining the type of soil upon which each
clearcut occurred.

A Munsell color chart was used to describe the dry

and moist color of each horizon.

A Hellige-Troug Soil Reaction Tester

was used to determine the pH of each horizon.

To supplement this infor

mation, a color photograph was taken of each profilée.
At the same time, the physical characteristics of each clearcut
were described.

The degree of slope was determined with an Abney level,

aspect with a Silva compass, and elevation with a Thommen altimetero
Laboratory Methods
As the sampling was carried out the field sheets were placed in
individual folders maintained for each clearcut.

During the winter of

1967 this field data were compiled and tabulated on summary sheets.

The

information from these summary sheets was combined into histograms so
that visual comparisons between clearcuts could be made.

The canopy-coverage values were tabulated by species for each
clearcut.

The quadrats making up each transect were first totaled; then

the transects were totaled and averaged to give an average canopy-cover
age for the species that occurred within the quadrats.

A species list

for each clearcut was compiled from these data.
The samples of plant material collected from each clearcut were
immediately weighed in grams and after drying at room temperature for 2
weeks were again weighed in grams.

This information was used to calcu

late the per cent dry matter of the important species and groups of
minor species.

This conversion factor was then multiplied by the cor

responding field weights to convert them to air-dry weights.
After the field weights were converted to air-dry weights, the
production in grams of each major species and group of minor species was
totaled for each clearcut.

On the four clearcuts sampled with 20 -14.<,8

square foot quadrats these totals in grams were converted directly into
production in pounds per acre.

On the remaining 10 clearcuts sampled

with ^0 of these I4.8 square foot quadrats the totals were divided by
2 .5 to convert them from grams to pounds per acre.

Frequency values, by clearcut, for each species were taken directly
from the canopy-coverage and production field sheets.

Frequency values

were available for only the important species from the production data
since the minor species were grouped into classes.
Species encountered on the clearcuts were either identified in
the field or collected and pressed for later identification in the labor
atory.

A species list was compiled for each clearcut and another for all

—3 6 —

clearcuts (Appendix II),

The nomenclature follows that of Hitchcock

and Chase (19$0) for the Gramineae; Booth and Wright (1966) for the
Dicotyledoneae; and Booth (19^0) for the Monocotyledoneae.
podiaceae was determined from Davis (1952).

The Poly-

RESULTS
The vegetation occurring on several clearcuts in each of two for
est zones was studied in terms of canopy-coverage and herbage production
in pounds per acre.

Canopy-coverage data were obtained for the under»

story vegetation on the adjacent timber stands.

The canopy-coverage and

herbage yield of the dominant species will be discussed separately.
Several species of grasses, grasslike plants, forbs and shrubs which
occurred infrequently and added little to the vegetative coverage or
yield will be grouped into the appropriate categories.

Frequency val

ues, which were computed from the canopy-coverage and herbage yield field
sheets, will be given to indicate the dispersion of the dominant species.
The amount and kind of vegetation that occurs on clearcuts within
a particular forest zone is of fundamental importance in determining the
grazing value of those clearcuts.

The results of this study will be

presented as an average for all clearcuts within each forest gone.

The

variation in dominant species between clearcuts in the same %one will
then be discussed.

Since burning is a common method of destroying slash

accumulations on cutover areas and causes a certain amount of additional
site disturbance the vegetation that occurs on burned areas will be
discussed separately.
The clearcuts that were studied were selected to be as uniform
in age as possible.

The clearcuts in the fir-larch zone were logged 3

to Ü years prior to being sampled while those in the spruce-fir zone
were li to ^ years old when sampled (Table 1).
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Generally these clearcuts

”
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were burned the same year or the year following logging.

As a result,

the following data represent one stage in the plant succession on these
areas.
The observations on utilization of herbage by species indicates
the degree to which these clearcuts are currently being used and the
preference of cattle for certain species that occur on these cutover
areas.

A brief survey of the extent of cattle use on the lU clearcuts

studied will be given.

Cattle preference for certain species and groups

of species will then be discussed.

Such data will be of additional

value in indicating the grazing potential of these cutover areas.
Species Composition of Understory Vegetation

In order to describe the forest zone in which each clearcut oc
curred, the forest understory surrounding the clearcuts was measured in
terms of cannopy-coverage.
the field sheets.

Frequency values were later computed from

The forest understory associated with nine of the 10

clearcuts in the fir-larch zone was sampled.

The tenth, surrounding

Gold Creek No. 7, was burned by wildfire in 1961 and was not sampled.
In the spruce-fir zone, only one stand of understory vegetation adjacent
to the Lost Park clearcut was sampled.

The forest understory associated

with the three remaining clearcuts in this zone was not sampled due to
lack of time.

However, the species composition of the forest understory

associated with these three clearcuts appeared to be similar to the one
sampled.

No measurements, other than noting the dominant species, were

made of the forest overstories since it was felt that the understory
vegetation should adequately characterize each zone.
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Tbe average canopy-coverage values of the major species and
groups of minor species in the fir-larch and spruce-fir zones are given
in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

The average values for each stand

sampled in the fir-larch zone is given in Appendix IV.
The overstory in the fir-larch zone was dominated by Pseudotsuga
menziesii and Larix occidentalis with minor amounts of Pinus ponderosa
and Pinus contorta scattered throughout the stand.

The overstory of the

nine stands sampled in this zone is characteristically dense and shades
Table 2,

The average frequency and canopy-coverage values for the
dominant species and groups of minor species in the forest
understory in the fir-larch zone.
Frequency

Grasses and Grasslike Plants
Calamagrostis rubescens
Carex geyeri
Carex spp.
Other Grasses
Subtotal
Forbs
Arnica cordifolia
Fragaria spp.
Lupinus spp.
Xerophyllum tenax
Other Forbs
Subtotal
Shrubs
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi
Ch imaph ila umbellata
Linnaea borealis
Mahonia repens
Spiraea betulifolia
Vaccinium spp.l
Other Shrubs
Subtotal
Total

1x1

17
6

Coverage
2.20
1.00

o30
_ a9
2,69

37
17
9

kalO
.50
loliO

1?

5,20
1.76
12.96

10
19
23
22
12
20

^Vaccinium membranaceum and Vaccinium myrtillus

1.10
1.20
2.20
1.8o

.50
1.70
1.11
8.61
25,26

Table 3.

The average frequency and canopy-coverage values for the
dominant species and groups of miuor species in the forest
understory in the spruce-fir zone.
%
Frequency

Forbs
Arnica cordifolia
Clintonia uniflora
Goodyera oblongiflora
Lupinus spp.
Pedicularis racemosa
Viola spp.
Xerophyllum tenax
Other Forbs
Subtotal

5
1
2
1
2
8
58
2

Shrubs
Betula glandulosa
Ghimaphila umbellata
Ledum glandulosm
Menziesia ferruginea
Vaccinium spp.i
Vaccinium scoparium
Subtotal

1
1
2
27
37
22

%
Coverage
1.2g
.03
.19
.08

.06
.30
20.2b
.26
22,bl
,80
.03
,70
lb.28
8.18
2.52
26.51
b8.92

Total
"Vaccinium membranaceum and Vaccinium myrtillus
most of the ground surface from direct sunlight.

The dominant overstory

species in the spruce-fir zone are Picea engelmanni and Abies lasiocarpa.
These species, which have narrow crowns and grow close together, form
dense stands that physically limit extensive grazing by cattle in this
zone.
The total coverage of understory vegetation in the fir-larch zone
averaged 25 per cent while that in the spruce-fir zone was much denser
and averaged L9 per cent.

Considerable variation in the per cent com

position of grasses and grasslike plants, forbs and shrubs between the

two zones was notedo

While grasses and grasslike plants made up 23 per

cent of the vegetative cover in the fir-larch zone^ they were not present
in the understory of the spruce-fir zone*

Similarly, the forbs, which

were the dominant group in the fir~larch zone, were subdominant to the
shrubs in the spruce-fir zone, even though they made up about the same
per cent composition in both zones*

The forbs made up U8 and U6 per

cent and the shrubs 36 and Sh per cent of the vegetative coverage in the
fir-larch and spruce-fir zones, respectively*
The grasses and grasslike plants occurring in the fir«larch zone
were dominated by Calamagrostis rubescens and Carex geyerl* Several
other species of grasses and Carex were present but made up a minor part
of the total vegetative coverage*
Approximately 30 species of forbs occurred in the fir-larch zone
while only seven occurred in the spruce-fir zone*

Of these, Xerophyllum

tenax dominated the forbs coverage in both zones*

Another important

forb species in both forest zones was Amica coMij^olia * Several spec
ies of Fragaria and Lupinus were common in the fir-larch zone but only
Lupinus spp* occurred in minor amounts in the spruee-flr zone*

The re

maining forbs in the fir-larch zone occurred infrequently and were a
minor part of the vegetative coverage*

Similarly, Clintonia uniflora,

Goodyera oblongiflora, Pedicularis racemosa, and %iola spp*, the remain
ing forbs in the spruce-fir zone, were of minor importance *
Several important species of shrubs in the fir-larch zone were
Mahonia repens, Vaccinium spp *, Ghimaphila umbellata, Arctostaphylos
uva-ursi, and Spiraea betulifolia* Arnelanebier alnifolia, Lonlcera spp*,
Fachistima myrsinites, Physocarpus malvaceus, Rosa spp*, Salix spp*,

=■14.2 loricarpos albus, Vaccinium scoparium, and Ceanothus velutinus oC“
curred in the understory in this zone but added little to the total
vegetative coverage.

The dominant shrub in the spruce-fir zone was

Menziesia ferruginea. Other important shrubs in this zone were Vaccin
ium scoparium and Vaccinium spp.

Several other species of shrubs such

as Betula glandulosa, Ledum glandulosum and Ghimaphila umbellata were
present but were of minor importance.
Species Composition of Clearcuts in the Fir-Larch Zone
Canopy-coverage averaged 28 per cent and herbage yield was 1,11U
pounds per acre for all clearcuts within the fir-larch zone.

Consider

able variation from these averages occurred for Gold Creek No. 3 and 7
which were burned by wildfire in 1961*

Similarly, the canopy-coverage

and herbage yield for the Ninemile and Bear Creek clearcuts, which were
moderately to heavily grazed, were less than average.

Table U gives the

average canopy-coverage and herbage yield for the 10 clearcuts within
this zone.
Table U.

Clearcut

Average csnopy-coverage and herbage yield for the clearcuts
in the fir-larch zone.
Total Canopy-coverage
%

Total Production
lbs/acre

Blue Mountain^
673.2
21.3
Ninemile
1,150.2
35.3
1,298.1
Gold Creek No. 1
33.0
1,251.8■
28.1
Gold Creek No. 2
722.8
Gold Creek No. 3' 15*9
Gold Creek No.
1,1*60.8
38.6
Gold Creek No. ?
1,238.1*
27.2
Gold Creek No. 6
1,391.6
- 3koh
20.5
768.1*
Gold Creek No. 7
21.6
982.1*
Bear Creek^
Average
27.9
1,1ÏC.3
■
‘'When sampled for canopy-coverage and herbage yield, no provision was
made for reconstructing plant parts removed through grazing.

'“
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^

= ’

Approximately 90 species occurred on the clearcuts within the
fir-larch zone.

Table $ shows the average frequency, canopy-coverage,

and herbage yield for the dominant species and groups of minor species.
The average values for each clearcut are given in Appendix III,
The canopy-coverage and herbage yield followed closely for all
classes of vegetation in this zone.
abundant class of vegetation, made up

The forbs, which were the most
per cent of the vegetative

coverage and L6 per cent of the herbage yield.

The per cent composition

of the canopy-coverage and herbage yield for the grasses and grasslike
plants was 33 per cent and 3.^»? per cent, respectively.

The shrubs were

less abundant than the other two classes but still made up 2h per cent
of the vegetative coverage and 18 per cent of the herbage yield.
The data in Tables 2 and 5 show that the most significant differ
ences in vegetation between the cutover areas and forest understory are
changes in the total coverage of herbaceous and shrubby vegetation and
changes in the proportion of grasses and grasslike plants, forbs and
shrubs.

The total coverage of herbaceous and shrubby vegetation on the

cutover areas in the fir-larch zone is approximately 33 per cent greater
than on the uncut areas.

The grasses and grasslike plants are much more

abundant (2,5 times) on the cutover areas than in the forest understory,
The forb coverage is about the same in both areas while the shrub cover
age is 25 per cent less on the cutover areas.
The grasses and grasslike plants occurred throughout the clear
cuts in the fir-larch zone.

Calamagrostis rubescens, the most important

grass species, was the dominant species on these clearcuts.

Another

important species was Carex geyeri, which dominated the grasslike plants

■hh-

Table So

The average frequency, eanopy™coverage, and herbage yield
for the dominant species and groups of minor species on the
clearcuts in the fir-larch sonso
Frequency

Canopy-Cover

Herbage yield
lbs/acre

Grasses and Grasslike Plants
Calamagrostis rubescens
Carex geyeri
Carex spp*
Festuca occidentalls
Other Grasses
Other Grasslike plants
Subtotal

113.80
118.62

'39
33
19^8
9o3
oU

85.00
1*8.70
8.00
.50
1*01*062

Forbs
Xerophyllum tenax
Fragaria spp.
Lupinus spp.
Amica cordifolia
Cirsium spp.
Achillea millefolium
Epilobium angustifolium
Apocynum androsaamifolium
Other Forbs
Subtotal

117.21

18.0
37<=5
20.5
1*8.6
9oO
11.1*
8.6
.2
89.3

57.30
53 o1*0
52.20
1*2 . 3 0
28.60

8 .1*0
.06

l33o39

12.26

1*92197

36.U

2 ,1*2

32.1

,67
.50
,60

71.11
25,60
23.70
19,80
16.70
15,1*0
11,20

Shrubs
Mahonia
Spiraea betulifolia
Vaccinium spp.
albus
Amelanchier alnifolia
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi
Linnaea borealis
Ceanothus velutinus
Rosa spp.
Salix spp.
Ribes spp.
Fachistima myrsinites
Artemisia frigida
Ghimaphila umbellata
Rubus parviflorus
Rubus ideaus
Acer glabrum
Subtotal
Total

171*
11.5
Sok
3.5
l*c7
2 .1*

10.6
1 ,1*

5,2
7,8

,18
,21*

,1*9
. 11*

8.30

,23
,19
,18

7.80

i*,80

,11*

2 ,1*0

,2
,1*
,2

7.80

,30
,20
,08
,01*

.2
.53
5.51
2 7 ,91*

207,1*3
1,105,02

Festuca occidentalls and several species of Carex occurred In varying
amounts on most of the clearcuts within this zonso

Several species of

grasses, Juncus, and Lusula parviflora, were present on these clearcuts
but made up a small part of the vegetative coverage and herbage yield.
The forbs, the most abundant class of vegetation, were dominated
by Xerophyllum tenaxo Other important forbs were Arnica cordifolia,
Fragaria spp. and Lupinus spp*

Several species of Cirsium, Achillea

millefolium and Epilobium angustifolium were present on most of the
clearcuts in this zonSo

Many additional species of forbs occurred on

these clearcuts but were of minor importance» As a group they covered
2.1i per cent of the area and produced I3 I1 pounds per acre.
The shrubs were less abundant than the grasses and grasslike
plants or the forbs.
this zone.

Mahonia repens dominated the shrub coverage in

Three other shrubs that occurred throughout the clearcuts of

this zone were Vaccinium spp,, gymphuricarpos albus and Spiraea betulifolia.
Several species of shrubs were of minor importance since they were not
abundant and did not occur in all clearcuts within the fir-larch Bone.
These were Amelanchier alnifolia, Arctostaphylos uva-ursi, Linnaea borea=
lis, Ceanothus velutinus, Rosa spp&, Salix, sppo, Ribes sppo, Fachistima
myrsinites, Artemisia frigida, Chimaphilia umbellata, Rubus parviflorus,
and Rubus ideaus. The canopy-coverage and herbage yield for this group
of species averaged 2.3 per cent and 71 pounds, respectivelyo
The average frequency values shown in Table $ are included to
indicate the dispersion of the dominant species.

Generally the dominant

species, with one exception, were well dispersed and occurred throughout
the clearcuts of this zone.

This does not follow for Xerophyllum tenax,

—

which occurred in only 18 per cent of the sample plotso

The minor spec

ies of grasses and grasslike plants, forbs and shrubs occur Infrequently
throughout this zone.
The variations in terms of canopy-coverage of the dominant species
between the clearcuts within the fir-larch zone is indicated in Figure
lit. With few exceptions, these dominant species occurred in all 10 of
the clearcuts studied.

The remainder of the species encountered on these

cutover areas occur on some but not all of the clearcuts studied.
The variations shown are not explainable in terms of differences
in treatment received by each clearcut.

Gold Creek No. 3 and 7» which

were burned by wildfire in 1961, showed a marked decrease in canopycoverage and herbage yield from the average for all clearcuts within
this zone (Table 1;). However, noticeable differences in the dominant
species are not present.

Similarly, Blue Mountain and Bear Creek, the

two most heavily grazed clearcuts, do not show significant differences
in species to be attributed to this factor.
With one exception, the variation in minor species between clear
cuts is not important from a grazing standpoint.

Ninemile, however, has

a greater incidence of grass species than does any of the other clearcuts
in this zone.

Several of these species are considered to be introduced.

Most of the dominant species variation is probably due to chance
occurrences of species and local variation in environmental factors
between clearcuts.

In addition, sampling error probably accounts for

some of this variation.

Figure Ik*

The canopy-cover values by clearcut for the nine dominant
species In the fir-larch Bone,
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Figure lU,

The canopy-cover values by clearcut for the nine dominant
species in the fir-larch zone, (continued)
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The canopy-cover values by clearcut for the nine dominant
species in the fir-larch zone, (continued)
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Species Composition of Clearcuts in Sprace-Flr Zone

Approximately 50 species were encountered on the clearcuts In
this zone; about half as many as occurred on the clearcuts In the firlarch zone.

However, canopy-coverage and herbage yield, which averaged

30.5 per cent and 1,2^3 pounds, respectively, were almost equal In both
forest zones.

Table 6 gives the average canopy-coverage and herbage

yield for each clearcut in the spruce-fir zone.
Table 6 . The average canopy-coverage and herbage yield for each
clearcut in the spruce-fir zone.
Total
Canopy-coverage
%

Total
Herbage Prod,
lbs/acre

Edith Peak
Lost Park
Lee Creek
Granite Creek

i^O.l
2 I4.6
31.2
21;.2

1,268
1,166
1,276
1,262

Average

30.5

l,2b3

Clearcut

The average frequency, canopy-coverage, and herbage yield for
the dominant species and groups of minor species In the spruce-fir zone
are given in Table 7.

The average values for each of the four clearcuts

In this zone are given in Appendix IV.
The forbs were the most abundant class of vegetation on the clear
cuts in the spruce-fir zone and made up 39*6 and ^8 . 7 per cent of the
canopy-coverage and herbage yield, respectively.

The shrubs were of

Increased Importance In this zone over the fir-larch zone and made up
31 per cent of the vegetative coverage and 28,1; per cent of the vegetation

by weight.

Similarly, the grasses and grasslike plants were of less

glTable 7.

The average frequency, canopy-coverage, and herbage yield
for the dominant species and groups of minor species on the
clearcuts in the spruce-fir gone.

, ,
i
Frequency

^ .

Canopy-cover

Herbage Yield
lbs/acre

Grasses and Grasslike Plants
Carex geyeri
Carex spp.
Other Grasses
Other Grasslike Plants
Subtotal
Forbs
Anaphalis margaritacea
Amica cordifolia
Epilobium angustifolium
Senecio spp.
Xerophyllum tenax
Other Forbs
Subtotal
Shrubs
Menziesia ferruginea
Rubus ideaus
Rubus parviflorus
Sambucus spPo
Vaccinium scoparium
Vaccinium spp.
Other Shrubs
Subtotal

51

17
31

1

k
8
29

Sol
1.0
«9
o2
F3

153-8

oS
3o9
loi

16,0
7o8
87-5
11,5

08

1
3k
76

2,8
2,8
11,9

12
5
9
k
2g

2,2
,2
1-9
o9
.6

90

.9

h
t

Total

9.3
30,0

88,0
39-0
4.2
2ÏÏ^

217-5

Sk.3
57,8
19,0
3-3
29-0
169,0
6,3

3ÏÏÏÏ7T
1 ,2 3 0 , 5

importance in this zone but still made up 29 per cent of the canopycoverage and 23 per cent of the herbage yield.
The most significant differences in vegetation between the cut
over areas and-uncut forests in this zone are changes in the total
coverage of herbaceous and shrubby vegetation and changes in the pro
portion of grasses and grasslike plants, forbs and shrubs (Tables 3 and 7)
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The total coverage of herbaceous and shrubby vegetation on clearcuts In
the spruce-fir zone is approximately LO per cent less than that in the
forest understory.

The greatest differences concern the grasses and

grasslike plants which were not present in the forest understory in this
zone but covered approximately 8 per cent of the cutover areas.

Most

of the forbs and shrubs, however, decreased on the cutover areas.
Several species ofgrasses occurred on these
of minor importance.

The

grasses, as

clearcuts but were

a group, madeup 3,1 per cent of

the total cover and 3.2 per cent of the herbage yield while the grasslike plants composed 26 per cent of the vegetative cover and 19»7 per
cent of the herbage yield,

Carex geyeri dominated the grasses and grass

like plants on these clearcuts,
grass species, made up 63
minor importance.

Calamagrostis rubescens, the dominant

per cent of

Several species of

the total grass cover but was of
Carex were animportant part of

the grasslike vegetation on these clearcuts.

Several species of Juncus

and Luzula parviflora were present but made up a minor part of the vege
tation in the spruce-fir zone.
The forbs, the most abundant class of vegetation, were dominated
by Xerophyllum tenax while Epilobium angustifolium was of secondary im
portance,

Other important species were Anaphalis margaritacea, Amica

cordifolia and Senecio spp.

Several other species of forbs occurred on

these clearcuts in the spruce-fir zone, but as individuals contributed
little to the total canopy-coverage or herbage yield.

As a group, how

ever, they covered 2.8 percent of the area and produced 2l8 pounds per
acre of herbage.
The shrubs, which were more abundant than the grasses and grasslike plaints but not as abundant as the forbs, were dominated by Vaccinium
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spp. and to a lesser degree by Vaccinium scoparium. Two other important
species of shrubs were Menziesia ferruginea and Rubus ideaus. Rubus
parviflorus and Sambucus spp. occurred on the clearcuts in the sprucefir zone but were of minor importance.

Several other species of shrubs

occurred infrequently and covered .6 per cent of the total area and
produced 6.3 pounds per acre.
The frequency values for the dominant species in this zone are
given in Table 7. Generally, the dominant species are well dispersed
while the species of minor importance occur infrequently.
are a few exceptions to this.

However, there

Xerophyllum tenax, the dominant forb, oc

curred on approximately 3li per cent of the plots but made up 20 per cent
of the total vegetation by weight.

Similarly, Menziesia ferruginea and

Rubus ideaus, two important species of shrub, occurred on 12 and 5 per
cent of the plots, respectively.

Although these species were not well

dispersed, they occurred in dense patches or clumps and gave high values
when sampled.

Conversely, the grasses and one species of shrub, Vaccinium

scoparium, contributed very little to the total herbage yield but occurred
on 31 and 25 per cent of the plots, respectively.

These were fairly

widely dispersed but occurred in small amounts at any one place.
The variation in dominant species between the clearcuts in this
zone was more pronounced than between the clearcuts in the fir-larch zone.
Most of the variation between the Edith Peak, Granite Creek, and Lost
Park clearcuts was not pronounced and cannot be explained by differences
in treatments between these clearcuts.

The dominant species on the Lee

Creek clearcut, however, showed considerable variation from the above
clearcuts and will be discussed separately.

The dominant species varia

tion between the clearcuts in the spruce-fir zone is shown in Figure 15o
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The vegetation on the Edith Peak, Granite Creek, and Lost Park
clearcuts was dominated by several species of Carex, Xerophyllum tenax,
and Vaccinium spp.

Carex geyeri was the dominant grasslike plant on

the Edith Peak and Granite Creek clearcuts but was of minor importance
on the Lost Park clearcut.

Similarly, the species of Carex, which were

of minor importance on Edith Peak and Granite Creek, were the dominant
grasslike plants on Lost Park.

The average canopy-coverage for Xero

phyllum tenax was approximately seven times greater on Granite Creek
than on Lost Park and twice as great as on Edith Peak.

Vaccinium spp.

covered about the same area on all three of these clearcuts.

In addi

tion, the minor forbs, as a group, were abundant on the Edith Peak and
Lost Park clearcuts but made up a small part of the vegetative coverage
on the Granite Creek clearcut.

The above variations cannot be explained

in terms of differences in treatment.

In addition, the soils showed

similar development on each of these areas.

This variation is probably

due to chance occurrences of species and local variations in environ
mental factors between these three clearcuts.

Also, sampling error

probably contributed to these differences.
Another difference between these three clearcuts was noted.

Men

ziesia ferruginea made up a much greater part of the vegetative cover on
the Lost Park clearcut than on either the Granite Creek or Edith Peak
clearcuts.

Differences in treatment might explain this variation.

The

slash was piled in rows on all three of these cutover areas but was not
burned on the Lost Park clearcut.

This piled slash might have protected

Menziesia ferruginea, a dominant species in the forest understory, from
scarification and other logging disturbances and allowed it to maintain
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its dominance over these areas.

This would account for its greater

canopy-coverage on the Lost Park clearcut.
Several species showed considerable variation between Lee Creek
and the other three clearcuts in this forest zone,

Rubus ideaus and

Rubus parviflorus, which were present in minor amounts on the other
three clearcuts, made up a much larger part of the vegetative coverage
on the Lee Greek clearcut.

Similarly, several species of grasses were

of minor importance on the Edith Peak, Granite Creek, and Lost Park
clearcuts but made up a large part of the vegetation on this clearcut.
Carex geyeri and several other species of Carex were of minor importance
on the Lee Creek clearcut but dominated the other three cutover areas.
This variation is probably due to environmental differences between the
Lee Creek clearcut and the three clearcuts discussed above.

The narrow

band of the spruce-fir zone in which the Lee Creek clearcut is found,
occurs in a creek bottom and can be considered a physiographic climax
while the other three clearcuts occur in climatic climax areas of the
spruce-fir zone (Daubenmire, 1952).

In addition, the Lee Creek clear-

cut is lower in elevation than the other three clearcuts and appeared to
be more zeric.
Species Composition of Burned Areas
Of the Ih clearcuts samples, three were stratified into burned
and unburned areas before sampling for canopy-coverage.

On these three

clearcuts the slash was piled in rows and when burned caused hot fires
that consumed the duff and exposed the blackened mineral soil.

The

information from this stratified sampling gives an indication of the

vegetation that occurs on severely burned areaso

Two of the clearcuts,

Edith Peak and Granite Creek, are in the spruce-fir aone*

The third,

Ninemile, is in the fir-larch zone.
Fir-larch zone. The total vegetative coverage on the burned areas
(3U per cent) was similar to the total coverage on the unburned areas
(35*3 per cent) on the Ninemile clearcut.

On this clearcut burning ap

parently had no effect on total canopy-coverage; however, there was a
significant difference in the proportion of grasses and grasslike plants,
forbs and shrubs on the burned areas as compared to the unburned areas.
The grasses and grasslike plants made up only l|o3 per cent of the total
cover on the burned areas and lt2 per cent of the total cover on the unbumed areas.

The forbs, which were disproportionately represented on

the burned areas, made up 91^5 per cent of the cover on these areas as
compared to SO per cent of the cover on the unbumed areas.

The shrubs

made up 3.7 per cent of the total cover on the burned areas and 7 per
cent of the vegetative cover on the unbumed areas.

Table 8 compares

the average canopy-coverage values for the dominant species and groups
of minor species that occurred on the burned and unbumed areas of this
clearcut.
The grasses and grasslike plants were of minor importance and
covered only l.U per cent of the burned areas.

Only one species of

Carex was present and made up most of the vegetative cover of this group.
Calamagrostis rubescens, Festuca idahoensis, and Festuca occidentalis
were the only three species of grasses found on the burned area and oc
curred in trace amounts.

All of these species were more abundant on the

unbumed than on the burned areas.

Table 8.

The average canopy-coverage values for the dominant species
and groups of minor species found on the burned and unbumed
areas on the Ninemile clearcut in the fir=larch zone.

Burned
%

Unbumed

Coverage

Coverage

,1

2,0

1-3
,1

9,2
1.1

%

Grasses and Grasslike Plants
Calamagrostis rubescens
Carex geyeri
Carex spp,
Festuca occidentalis
Other Grasses
Other Grasslike Plants
Subtotal

2.0

1,5

o6
lii-9

Forbs
Xerophyllum tenax
Fragaria spp,
Lupinus spp.
Arnica cordifolia
Cirsium spp.
Achillea millefolium
Epilobium angustifolium
Astragalus spp.
Other Forbs
Subtotal

,2

.5

6,6

l.U

.5
2,6

22,6

1.7
1,3

.9

,5

31,2

17,9

Shrubs
Acer glabrum
Amelanchier alnifolium
Artemisia frigida
Linnaea borealis
Mahonia repens
Fachistima myrsinites
Ribes spp.
Rosa spp.
Spiraea betulifolia
Symphoricarpos albus
Vaccinium spp.
Subtotal
Total

.2
.2
,1

,3
,2

,6
loh

.1
2.6

3U.1

3?.U

—
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The forbs were dominated by several species of Cirsium which
covered 22.6 per cent of the burned areas.

Other important species of

forbs were Epilobium angustifolium, Arnica cordifolia. Astragalus spp.
and Fragaria spp.

Several other species of forbs were present on the

burned areas, but as a group covered only oh per cent of the area*

Of

these forbs, Cirsium spp., Epilobium angustifolium and Astragalus spp.
were more abundant on the burned than on the unbumed areas while Amica
cordifolia and Fragaria spp. were more abundant on the unbumed areas.
The total shrub cover on the burned areas averaged l.U per cent.
Symphoricarpos albus was the dominant shrub.

Amelanchier alnifolia,

Artemisia frigida, Fachistima myrsinites, Ribes spp., and Rosa spp. were
present in minor amounts and as a group covered only .8 per cent of the
bumed areas.

All of these species were more abundant on the unbumed

than on the bumed areas*

Spruce-fir gone. Burning appeared to cause a decrease in total
canopy-coverage on the Edith Peak and Granite Creek clearcuts.

The total

cover on the bumed areas was 30 per cent less than the cover on the un
bumed areas.

When broken down by clearcuts, the canopy-coverage on the

bumed areas averaged 25.9 and lUo3 per cent and on the unbumed areas
averaged liO.l and 2h per cent for the Edith Peak and Granite Creek clear
cuts, respectively.

There was also a significant difference in the pro

portion of grasses and grasslike plants, forbs and shrubs on the bumed
areas as compared to the unbumed areas.

The grasses and grasslike plants,

which made up 9 per cent of the vegetative cover on the bumed areas, made
up 38 per cent of the total coverage on the unbumed areas.

The forbs

made up a much greater part of the cover on the bumed areas (79 per cent)

*
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than on the unbumed areas (LO per cent j and the shrubs covered 12 per
cent 01 the burned areas and 21 per cent of the unburned areaso

Figures

16 and 17 are close-up views of a burned and unbumed area on the Edith
Peak clearcutc

Table ^ compares the average canopy-coverage of the

dominant species and groups of minor species which occurred on tne
bumed and unbumed areas in the spruce-fir asone»
Table 9o

The average canopy-coverage for the dominant species and
groups of minor species on the bumed and unbumed areas cn.
the Edith Peak and Granite Creek clearcutso
Bumed

%
Coverage

Onburzea
%
Coverage

Grasses and Grasslike Plants
Carex geyeri
Otner Grasses
Other Grasslike Plants
Subtotal

1.8
o2

10.3

2.0

12 c6

Ports
Anaphalis margaritacea
Arnica cordifolia
Epilobium ang'us tifolium
hieracium spp.
lupinus spp.
Senjjclo spp.

1erophyllum tenax
ether Forbs
Subtotal

lA
ho9
.5
1.0
1.7
o6
.9
15.5

>
'
<.
i
2d
o8
o3
2o5
c£
l7d

Shrubs

Vacoirlu.m spp.
^Gyinjum scoparium
Menziesia ferruginea
Other shrubs
Subto tal
Total

lc2
Id
d
„o2
2o6
20.1

Id
1,6

6.7
,-îioI
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?Lg'ure 160

A el^se-'up view c-f a bamed row on the W i th Peak ■-•■leaTj'i

Figure 17c

A close-np view of an on burned area on. the Edith reaK clear

cate
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Tne grasses and grasslike plants made 'ap a smaller part of the
total canopy-coverage than did either the forbs or shrubs «

Carex geyeri

was the most important species and covered most of the area*

Ihe other

species of grasses and grasslike plants were present in only trace
amountso

All of the grasses and grasslike plants which occurred on the

b u m e d areas were more abundant on the unbumed areas
The forbs were dominated by Arnica cordifolia and Epiictium
angustifolium^

Ihese species occurred in approximately equal amoun16

on the b u m e d areas,

v+her abundant forbs were Senec ic sop,, ,

margaritacea and lupinus spp.

Two species of Hieracium. and feizpnyilum

tenax occurred on the bum e d areas in lesser amountSo

Se 'wrai ctiier

species occurred on the burned areas but covered only

per car' _f

the areao

Of these f^rbs, Anaphalis margaritacea^ Arnica -.urdii'"lia ,

Epilobium angustifolium, Hieracium spp, and lupinus spp, were mc-re corrimon on the burned than on the unbumed areas, while benecj.': spp, and
/eropnyllum tenax were more common on the unbumed areas,
Or:kly four species
areasn

of shrubswere found on the severely hu '"nod

Vacc^inium spp. and Vaccinium scoparium dominated the shrub cover

and were present in equal amounts.
^

*

Menziesia ferruginea ana Salix: spp,,
TTCm*-

II

im IIM
MM

II M
- II.II Ttf—
-

i t ,|

I

L t

the other two shrubs found on the burned areas, covered a p p r o x i m a t e l y
,5

per cent of the areacAll of these species of shrubs were

rs

abundant on the 'urlourned areas.

Utilization

Ihe class of stock, both wildlife and livestock, which used the
clearcuts in the spruce-fir and fir-larch zones was determineu by

/

-614.observation of grazing animals and examination of pellet groups iGund
on the cutover areasj however, no pellet counts were taKen^

The clear-'

cuts in the spruce-fir zone were used by elK (Cersuis canadensis\ and to
some extent by mule deer (

ileus hemicnus., Dut not ty cat tie.

ElK

were present on ail fuur clearcuts studied in tnis zone and appeared to
use them extensively.
areas.

Mule deer were sighted infrequent!} cn these

The liearcuts in the fir-larch zone were used by cattle, elx

and white-tailed deer .Odccoilers ’virginianus '
sighted on these clearcuts.

No muie deer were

White-tailed deei were abuodant and were

sighted frequently on most of the clearcuts within this zone.

Eik ap

peared to make less use of these clearcuts than did the deer but
ence of some elK use was found on most of these clearcu'lsu

ône-jp were

not present vh any of the clearcuts studied irf either xhe spnca-tir '/;r
larch“fir zones.
The current cattle use on the clearcuts within th^ stud} area was
not very extensive^

As was noted above, cattle were not piesmi cn ,re

four clearcuts studied in the spruce-fir zone,
clearcuts within this

2 une

observation c1 c-ther

indicated that cattle are not ab-indaijon

these cutover areas and use only the most accessible clear.u^s in the
creek bottoms.

Of the 10 clearcuts studied in the fir-laruh ivne, four

were not grazed and the remaining six were grazed m
from light to locally heavy^
grazedo

varyir^g irtensities

Gold Creek WOo 1, 2, 0, and ? were ixcv

The grazing Intensity on Gold Creek Nq o ü and 3 wa^ '.e ,y lighf

and was only slightly greater on Gold Greek NOo 6.

hmem

e sncwe-ï

evidence of heavier grazing than did the previous clearcuts but was
still only lightly grazed^

Bear Creek and Blue Mountain were kne mos t

—65^
heavily graced elearcats within this zoneo

On these twa cütcver areas,

approjtimately 2S per cent of the forage produced by the preferred spec=
ies was •atilisedo
The Bear Creek, Blue Mountain, Nlnemile and Gold Creek Noo 6
elearouts were satnpled to determine the amo'unt of cattle use on these
areaso.

The remaining elearcuts were either not gra&ed or were graced

too lightly to be of impcrtarice.

Since these clear cuts are grazed, dur

ing the summer ty cattle, elk, and deer, the res,./its rep.rA-en t the com
bined use of all three classes of animals ^

C»-mplete s-^parat ion of jse

was impossible^ hcweyer, seme separation was achieved î.r.icugh saleL*. Icn
of the clearcuts

be aiscussed.

M t e r sampling u-cld ■r

became apparent "ha^ Lils ■ilearuj'^ was graced very
if ^he use was maoe by dee/o

o 6, it

anl ■ie

Bimilarlyy Winemiie_, w'l;, r. w^ 2

eo

ilgntly by ca+vle, sue wed euiderc e of consider at be use ty bru_!..
deeru

me3'^.

ano.

Thus, the discussion of cattle ptef er er-..e f. ï .et :a 11, spc 'ie=, and

groups of species was limited to toe resuits fcom the beat . tseo auu. Blue
Mountain clearcuts, which were moderately gra.ied by .a d i e but .oiiowec
little evidence of" the presence ^1 either elk or deer o

Ihe auei'age per

cent U't iliaat ion and frequency vale es for the important species a .re
giver; in Table 10,.

Ihese averages were compiled from the Blue Muuata'in

and Bear Creek clearcutsc

The averages for each clearuu-[hat was sam

pled are given Ir Appendix 9/.
The results oi tne 'ut.llifat nin s^'idy indirà'^ o ,ua ■ :,a'^
the grasses and grassliice plants to the for be and snm' u..
and grasslike plants, Calamagro>stis
specieso

prefer

T t^a gi asses

the moot' prnierred

Appro^klmately 22 per cent of the herbage p.rudur6'l Vy ^hio:

“66Table 1 0 o

The average frequency vaines and per cent utilization of the
inrportant species in the fir-larch

Fr'eqaency
ü -r a sse s and G ra ss l i k e

ctillzatlcn

P la n ts

hho6
lbo2
2èo7

Lalamagrostls Tabesc e n s
F e s t ' ^ - a PC c
c a r e jE g e y ^ i
c a r e je sp p o

20ol

22o3
9 =1
Ihoh
10 oO

herbs

9=9
kok
nJ
1 =1
23oh
ISoS

A c h i l l e a ttii l l e f c l i n m
A r n ic a e o r S i f c l i a
C 1 r s m m spp^>
P r a g a r la sp p o
l u p l n u s sp p o

iio9
co2
ob
11 o'?
7o9

b n r c j ' S^

lo9

jyiahonxa r'epfens
^ sa

sp'pü

1
26.3
16 oO
29o6
9o6

Fa'"VIS parr if1c n s
Sali^ s p p o
^ ir^aeg^ hi^- ^': ^ _ i f o l i a
^ TTrphC’i ica/pes albus

face In m m sppo

16 o r
XUo'l
bx
11 oV
hob

^'j'ngiaz ed o

species was lamoved trough grazingo

seireral other

species Qt Careye were grazed less than Calamagr'c.gt-is.
up an Important part of cattle die'to

The per cert uc .Llizat ioLi vc, carejg

gey eri aver aged II per cent while the ether spec lea of
approximately 10 per cent,

'' ^ d e

e grazed

f'estuca occiden ta1is_^was less a6..C''dyr'' "'ha.c

the above species bat approximately 9 per cent of the forage prciU'-ed
by this species was utilized^

The remaining species of grasses and

”0*7■=
grasslike plants occurred too infrequently to be important forage spec
ies and an accurate estimate of the use on r,hese species could not be

madec
Of the dominant species of forts that occurred on the cutover
areas 5 wupirus sppo appeared vo be toe most palatableo
this species averaged a rout 12 per cento

utilisation of

Xerophyllum tenajr, was the dom

inant fore on. the cutover areas but only 8 per cent of the herbage pro
duced by this species was utilized^

To get a better estimate of the

utilization on Xerophyllum tenax, an additional 2,200 plants were sam
pled on the Bear Creek clearcuto

This sample indicated that use on

Xeropbyllum tenax averages about Ih per ceno.

These data are misleading,

however, since only the young plants and seedstalks were heavily grazed
while the older, coarser plants were virtually ui'Agrasedo

Two other im

portant forbs on the cutover areas were Arnica cordifclia and Fragaria
sppc

only 2 per cent or the herbage produced by A r m :%a c c m f o l i a was

removed while ?ragarla spp,, received very little gracncg user,

tiliza-

cion cr Achillea millefolium averaged abot t 3 per cent ano i-icsium
another ccmmon fcrt, was upgraisdr

The remaining species

qi

sppo,

fo;rbs were

net abondant ei.nugn to be important forage specieSo
The sb-r'.ts ccov.^ritu-'ed a minut part ‘to the total

die to

Mahot ia repens and »a\.ciriiu_m spp^ wu.re the domli.^ant sr.Tubs but were
grazed very lightly c

iymphci icarpes a'lbus and ipiraea be tu'I i.iL-lia were

commo-n on the cutover areas and were grazed more heavilyu
utilization

on

The average

Symphoricarpos albos and Spiraea betulifolia was 13 and

8 per cent, respectively»

The remaining shrubs did not produce enough

herbage to be important forage speciesj however, »he utilization on
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these species gives some indication of their palatability.

Acer glabrum,

Amelanchier aXnifolia, Holodiscus discolor, and Rosa spp. appeared to be
palatable.

The other shmbs that occnrred on the cutover areas in the

fir-larch zone were ungrazed.

DISCUSSION
This study has shown that the cutover areas within a particular
forest zone are similar with respect to the dominant species that occur
on each area.

For example, Calamagrostls rubescens occurs in abundant

amounts on all of the clearcuts in the fir-larch zone.

However, the

natural variations that would be expected in the abundance of the dom
inant species between cutover areas within a particular zone do occur.
Similarly, the variations in minor species between cutover areas is more
pronounced than that of the dominant species.

Most of the variation in

dominant species between cutover areas in a particular zone is probably
due to chance occurrences of species and local environmental differences.
The vegetation that occurs on the cutover areas in the fir-larch zone is
significantly different from that which occurs on clearcuts in the
spruce-fir zone.

This variation between forest zones is probably due

to differences in environmental factors.
The grazing value of a cutover area is dependent on the forage
produced on that area.

The results of the utilization study indicates

that the grasses and grasslike plants are the preferred forage species
on the cutover areas.

Several species of forbs are somewhat palatable;

however, most of the forbs, because of life form, abundance, or palata
bility, are not preferred forage species.

None of the shrubs combined

sufficient palatability and abundance to be important as forage.

The

results of the vegetation study on the cutover areas indicate that the
clearcuts in the fir-larch and spruce-fir zones produced approximately
—
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1 ton of air-dry herbage per acre^

Of the total herbage yield, the

grasses and grasslike plants, forbs and shrubs made up 3S°5j U6, and
18.$ per cent, respectively, in the fir-larch zone,, As a result, the
cutover areas in the fir-larch and spruce-fir zones, although highly
productive, do not produce large amounts of palatable forage*
Clear-cutting removes the forest overstory and exposes the site
to the drying effects of the sun and wind.

This effect of clear-cutting

combined with the reduced competition from the forest overstory promotes
changes in the understory vegetation that add to the grazing value of
the cutover areas.

Clear-cutting in the fir-larch zone causes an in

crease in the production of herbaceous vegetation over that found on
the uncut areas.

In addition, the palatable grasses and grasslike

plants greatly increase on the cutover areas while the less palatable
forbs and shrubs either decrease or remain the same*

The production of

herbaceous and shrubby vegetation on the cutover areas in the spruce-fir
zone is less than that on the uncut areas*

However, all of the loss in

production is due to a decrease in unpalatable forbs and shrubs on the
cutover areas and is more than offset by a large increase in grasses
and grasslike plants on the cutover areas.

Thus, the net effect of

clear-cutting in both forest zones is an increase in the most palatable
forage species while the less desirable forage species remain the same
or decrease on the cutover areas.

Clear-cutting may or may not be ac

companied by an increase in total herbage production*
The results discussed above are not in total agreement with the
findings of Garrison (I960) on the early vegetative recovery on cutover
ponderosa pine forests in Eastern Washington*

He found that the forbs
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were abundant and disproportionately represented in comparison to their
original status and that the grasses and shrubs took 7 years to reach
their original abundance.

These differences might be due to the differ

ences in forest types in which the two studies were conducted.
The clearcuts in the fir-larch zone appear to be more important
from a grazing standpoint than do those in the spruce-fir zone.

The

total herbage production and the proportion of grasses and grasslike
plants, forbs, and shrubs are similar for the cutover areas in both for
est zones.

However, the most signigicant difference in vegetation that

affects the grazing value of one zone as compared to the other concerns
the grasses and grasslike plants.

The grasses and grasslike plants oc

cur in almost equal amounts in the fir-larch zone while the grasslike
plants make up almost all of the herbage yield of this group in the
spruce-fir zone.

This difference is due to a decrease in the produc

tivity of Calamagrostis rubescens, the most important forage species,
on the cutover areas in the spruce-fir zone.

In addition, several other

factors are important in comparing the grazing value of the cutover
areas in the fir-larch zone to those in the spruce-fir zone.

The cut

over areas in the fir-larch zone are usually at lower elevations than
those in the spruce-fir zone.

As a result, these cutover areas are

usually more accessible to cattle.

Similarly, since the cutover areas

in the spruce-fir zone are at higher elevations, the grazing season is
usually shorter than on the lower fir-larch clearcuts.

The importance

of these factors is not entirely known; however, as the intensity of use
of cutover areas increases they will probably become more important.
Although not an objective of this study, some indication of successional patterns can be obtained from the results.

Since all of the

“
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cutover areas were examined at the same successional stage, no definite
indications are available on the rate or the trends of succession on
these areas.

Generally, the burned areas or areas where the surface

soil horizons were severely disturbed supported pioneer species while
the less disturbed areas supported species that were originally present
in the forest understory.

Most of the vegetational differences between

cutover and uncut areas are due to an increase or decrease in the abun
dance of the species present in the forest understory after clear-cutting.
In addition, several species occurred on the cutover areas that were not
originally present in the forest understory. However, with the exception
of those on the burned and severely disturbed areas, these species did
not make up an important part of the vegetative cover.
Additional observations were made on several cutover areas in the
spruce-fir zone that were clear-cut approximately 10 years ago.

On these

areas, brush species and forest reproduction were beginning to dominate
the site and form a closed canopy.

The cover on these areas was still

open enough to allow grazing by cattle| however, after $ or 6 more years
the successional cycle will probably be completed as far as cattle are
concerned.
Burning is a common method of destroying slash accumulations on
the cutover areas.

This practice not only reduces the fire hazard on

these areas but removes much of the physical obstacles which would other
wise limit cattle use on these areas.

Piling and burning of slash seems

to be more effective than does broadcast burning in destroying slash
accumulations•
The physical effect of burning had an adverse effect on the graz
ing value of the cutover areas.

Burning generally caused a decrease in
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the total herbage production as well as a decrease in the palatable
grasses and grasslike plants « Succession on these areas favored pioneer
species, most of which did not occur in the forest understory before
clear-cuttinga

The results of the vegetation study indicated that the

palatable grasses and grasslike plants as well as the shrubs occurred
on the burned areas in minor amounts<> Most of those species were more
abundant on the unburned areas and probably occurred accidentally on the
burned areaso

Invading species such as Epilobium angustifolium and Cir-

sium sppo, which made up most of the cover on the burned areas, were
less common on the unbumed areas o Similar results were observed on
other severely disturbed areas such as skid trails and landings.

These

adverse effects of burning on the forage value of the vegetation occur
ring on cutover areas are probably offset, however, by the increased
availability of forage on areas cleared of slash accumulationso
Several species were observed that showed a physiological response
to clear-cutting,

Calamagrostis rubescens produced abundant seedstalks

on the cutover areas but was never observed to produce seedstalks when
occurring in the forest understory.

Conversely, Arnica cordifclia grew

taller and produced larger, broader leaves within the forest understory
than on the cutover areas.

This species reached similar proportions on

the cutover areas in comparison to the uncut areas only when it occurred
under logs or was well shaded by other species.

These physiological

differences might affect the palatability of these species and thus
might explain some of the discrepancies between this and other studies.
The results of the utilization study showed that Arnica cordifolla was
a poor forage species; however, Harris (1951a), Pickford and Ried (I9 I48 ),
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and Morris (192:7) found this species to be an important forage species
in the forest understory.

This is explained, however, by the findings

of Pickford and Rein (19U8) who reported that Calamagrostis rubescens
and Arnica cordifolia were better forage plants in the denser timber
than in the more open areas.
Limited observations on tree regeneratior
over areas that were studied.

were made on the cut

Tree seedlings occurred infrequently on

any of the samples and were not observed in abundant amounts on any of
the cutover areas.

Grazing on tree regeneration was not abundant;

however, sufficient observations were not made to draw any conclusive
conclusions.
The results of the utilization study indicated that cattle use
of clearcuts in Western Montana is generally llmitedo

The intensity of

grazing on each of the clearcuts studied varied from ungrazed to moder
ate and can be attributed to several factors.

Accessibility seems to

be the primary factor affecting the use of cutover areas in the sprucefir zone.

These clearcuts usually occur at higher elevations than those

in the fir-larch zone and thus are separated from the spring-fall ranges
by relatively long distances through dense forests or along access roads
Relatively few cattle reach this zone and those that do graze only the
most accessible clearcuts.

In the fir-larch zone accessibility is less

important; however, other factors are.

In this zone the proximity of

clearcuts to bluegrass bottoms seems to be an important factor in deter
mining whether a clearcut is extensively grazed or not.

All of the

clearcuts that occurred in areas with these moist bottoms were either
not grazed or only grazed lightly.

The remaining clearcuts that were
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not associated with bluegrass bottoms or mountain meadows were more
heavily grazed.

The cattle were probably attracted to the meadows and

bottoms, which were dominated by palatable grasses, at the expense of
the clearcuts, which support large amounts of forbs and shrubs.
Other factors seem to be important in promoting the use of cut
over areas by cattle and have important management implicationso

A

saltground and spring were located on one of the most heavily grazed
clearcuts.

The salt and water probably served to attract and hold the

cattle on this area.

Water development would be of little importance

in promoting cattle distribution on the cutover areas since water oc
curred on or near most of the clearcuts studied.

The proper use of

salt, however, might be an effective way of attracting more cattle to
the cutover areas. The other most heavily grazed clearcut was also the
most isolated in terms of distances along access routes.

At the begin

ning of the grazing season, the cattle were probably trailed to this
clearcut and faced with the alternative of grazing off through dense
forest and large areas of poor forage, preferred to remain on the clearcut throughout the summer.

This indicates that if cattle were driven

to the more isolated clearcuts they might remain on those clearcuts and
thus use areas that would otherwise go unused.

Another way of holding

cattle on the clearcuts would be to place drift fences across the access
roads just below each clearcut.

This would be especially true in the

spruce-fir zone where the forest cover surrounding the cutover areas
is dense and would effectively prevent cattle movement off the cutover
areas.

Drift fences would be of little value on cutover areas in the

more open forest types.
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Although cattle currently make little use of the cutover areas in
Western Montana they have important value from a grazing standpoint»
Most of the cattle use on the transitory forest ranges is concentrated
on dry parks, meadows, glades, open slopes and bare ridges (Morris, 19ii7)
Since most of these areas are currently heavily grazed and cannot stand
increased grazing pressures, clear-cutting and burning of the dense for
ested areas offer the only practical methods of increasing the grazing
capacity of these ranges, This study has shown that the cutover areas
are highly productive and capable of producing an abundant forage supply;
however, the seeding to more palatable forage species and methods to
promote better cattle distribution are needed to fully realize the graz
ing potential of these areas»
This study provides basic information on the vegetation that
occurs on clearcuts In the spruce-fir and fir-larch forest zones in
Western Montana, on the amount of cattle use on these areas, and their
preference for certain species and groups of species»

This information

is needed for the proper management of cattle use on these cutover areas»
The results of this study could serve as the basis for other more
comprehensive investigations » Further studies on ways to promote more
intensive grazing use of cutover areas would be in order»

A comprehen

sive study on the amount of cattle use on conifer reproduction is
needed.

And the practicality of reseeding these areas to more palat

able forage species should be investigated»

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Much of the forested areas in Western Montana are dominated by
dense stands of spruce and subalpine fir or by Douglas-fir and western
larch• By clear-cutting these forests, openings are created that are
favorable for cattle grazing for a number of years prior to being closed
in by tree regeneration « It has been the objective of this study to
describe the vegetation that occurs on clearcuts within each forest zone,
to determine the amount of use cattle make of these cutover areas and to
determine the preference of cattle for certain species and groups of
species that occur on the cutover areas.
Fourteen clearcuts occurring within a $0 mile radius of Missoula,
Montana, were selected for studyo

Four of these clearcuts occurred in

the spruce-fir zone and the remaining 10 clearcuts occurred in the firlarch zone.

The vegetation occurring on the clearcuts in the spruce-fir

and fir-larch forest zones has been characterized in terms of frequency
distribution, canopy-coverage and herbage yield in pounds per acre.

The

results indicate that the individual clearcuts in each forest zone are
similar in terms of dominant species presents most of the variations in
dominant species between the clearcuts of a particular zone are probably
due to chance dissemination of species and local environmental varia
tions.

The variations in minor species within a zone were more pro

nounced, which was to be expected.
forest zones were more apparent.

The vegetative differences between
Generally, the dominant species in one

zone were present in the other with the major differences being in the
"’7 7 ”
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proportions in which they occurred in each forest zoneo

These differ

ences in vegetation between the spruce-fir and larch-fir zones are
probably due to environmental factorso
The total cover of herbaceous and shrubby vegetation on the cut
over areas in the fir-larch zone was approximately 23 per cent greater
than on the uncut areaso

In addition, changes occurred in the proportion

of grasses and grasslike plants, forbs and shrubs between the cutover
areas and the forest understoryc

The grasses and grasslike plants were

much more abundant (2<,^ times) on the cutover areas than in the forest
understoryo

Ihe forb cover was about the same in both areas while the

shrub cover was less on the cutover areas.

The clearcuts within this

zone not only produce more herbage than the uncut areas but support a
greater proportion of palatable forage species such as Calamagrostis
rubescens and Carex geyerio
The cover of herbaceous and shrubby vegetation on the clearcuts
in the spruce-fir zone was approximately liO per cent less than that in
the forest understory« The forest understory in this zone was made up
entirely of forbs and shrubs, most of which decreased in abundance on
the cutover areaso

However, the palatable grasses and grasslike plants

greatly increased on the cutover areas « Thus, even though these clear
cuts are less productive than the forest understory, they support a
greater amount of palatable forage»
The results of the vegetation study indicate that the clearcuts
in the fir-larch zone and spruce-fir zone are about equal in productivity.
Similarly, the proportion of the grasses and grasslike plants and forbs
are about the same in both zones. However, the shrub cover is approximately
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2^ per cent greater in the spruce-fir zoneo

The major differences in

vegetation between the clearcuts in the fir-larch and spruce-fir zones
is in the dominant species composition of the grasses and grasslike
plants, forbs and shrubs « This dominant species variation is important
in comparing the grazing value of the clearcuts in the spruce-fir zone
to those in the fir-larch zone.
The most important difference in vegetation between the clearcuts
in these two forest zones is in the dominant species composition of the
grasses and grasslike plantso

Calamagrostis rubescens was abundant in

the fir-larch zone but occurred in trace amounts in the spruce-fir zone»
Similarly, the cover of Carex geyeri and the other species of grasslike
plants was much greater in the spruce-fir zone than in the fir-larch zone,
The variation in the dominant species of forbs and shrubs between
the clearcuts in the spruce-fir and fir-larch zones is not as important
from a grazing standpoint since most of the forbs and shrubs are poor
forage species.

Of the dominant forbs, Xerophyllum tenax and A m lea

cordifolia were abundant in both forest zones « Epilobium angustifolium,
Anaphalis margaritacea and Senecio sppo were abundant in the spruce-fir
zone while Pragaria spp. and Lupinus sppo were abundant in the fir-larch
zone.

Except for Vaccinium sppo, which was common on clearcuts in both

forest zones, there was a significant difference between the dominant
shrubs that occurred on the cutover areas in the spruce-fir and fir-larch
zoneso

Generally, the dominant species in one zone were of minor import

ance or did not occur in the other«
Burning was a common method of destroying slash accumulations on
the cutover areaso

This practice not only reduced the fire hazard on
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these areas but removed much of the physical obstacles which would other
wise limit cattle use on these areas.

Piling and burning of slash seemed

to be more effective in destroying slash accumulations than did broadcast
burning.
The vegetation that occurred on these areas where the slash was
piled in rows and burned was described in terms of canopy-coverage.
of these areas were severely burned by slash fires.

All

The total coverage

on the burned areas in the spruce-fir zone was 30 per cent less than the
cover on the unbumed areas « On one clearcut studied in the fir-larch
zone the coverage on the burned rows was equal to the cover on the un
bumed areas. However, the vegetative cover on the two clearcuts in
this zone that were bumed by wildfire was LÜ per cent less than the
cover on the clearcuts that were not bumed by wildfire o
The species composition of the bumed areas was different than
the species composition of the unbumed areas.

In addition, the number

of different species found on the bumed areas was considerably less
than the number on the unbumed areas.

The bumed areas in both forest

zones were dominated

almost exclusively by forbs.

The grasses and

grasslike plants and

shrubs made up a minor part

of thecover on these

areas and probably occurred there accidentally. All of the grasses and
grasslike plants and

shrubs that occurred on the

abundant on the unbumed areas.

bumedareas were more

Of the forbs that occurred on the bumed

areas in the fir-larch zone, (^rsram spp., Epilobium angustifolium and
Astragalus spp. were more abundant on the bumed areas than on the un
bumed,

Amica cordifolia and Fhagaria spp. occurred on the burned

areas but were more abundant on the unbumed areas.

Of the forbs
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occurring on the bumed areas in the sprac e-fir zone Anaphalis margaritacea, Amica cordifolia, Epilobium angustifolium, Hieraeium sppc, and
Lupinus sppo were more common on the burned areas than on the unbumed
areas o Senec lo spp» and Xerophyllum tenax were more abundant on the
unbumed areas o
Generally, the bumed areas produced less herbage than the unbumed
areas and the species that commonly occurred on these areas were of little
value as foragec

These undesirable effects of burning are offset, how

ever, by the fact that burning destroys slash accumulations and by so
doing helps promote better cattle distribution on the cutover areas^
Also, the total area of a clearcut that was severely burned was usually
small o
The results of the utilization study indicated that cattle use of
clearcuts in Western Montana is generally limitedThe intensity of
grazing on each of the clearcuts studied varied from ungrazed to moder
ate and can be attributed to several factorsAccessibility seems to
be the primary factor affecting the use of cutover areas in the sprucefir zone*

These clearcuts usually occur at higher elevations than those

in the fir-larch zone and thus are separated from the spring-fall ranges
by relatively long distances through dense forests or along access roads*
Relatively few cattle reached this zone and those that did grazed only
the most accessible clearcuts*

In the fir-larch zone accessibility was

less important; however, other factors are*

In tnis zone the proximity

of clearcuts to bluegrass bottoms seems to be an important factor in
determining whether a clearcut is extensively grazed or not*

All of the

clearcuts that occurred in areas with these moist bottoms were either
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not grazed or only lightly grazed»

The reTnaining clearcuts that were

not associated with bluegrass bottoms or mountain meadows were more
heavily grazed»

The cattle were probably attracted to the meadows and

bottoms, which were dominated by palatable grasses, at the expense of
the clearcuts which support large amounts of forbs and shrubs «
The grasses and grasslike plants made up most of the forage on
the clearcuts in the fir-larch zone » Of these, Calamagrostis rubescens
was the most abundant and was grazed the heaviest.

Carex geyeri and

several other species of Carex were grazed less than Calamagrostis
rubescens but made up an important part of the cattle dieto

Most of

the remaining grasses and grasslike plants appeared to be palatable but
were not abundant enough to be important forage species »
The forbs made up
tributed little forage»

to ^0 per cent of the herbage yield but con
Of the dominant species of forbs, Lupinus spp.

seemed to be the most palatable » Xerophyllum tenax was the most abundant
forb but only the young plants and seedstalks of the ether plants were
palatable»

Many other species O'f forbs occurred on the cutover areas

but because of palatability, abundance, or life form were of minor importance as forage species»
None of the shrubs combined sufficient abundance end palatability
to be important as forage»
The following conclusions were drawn from the results of this
study?
Clear-cutting in the fir^^larch zone is accompanied by an increase
in total vegetative cover over that found in the forest understory, while
clear-cutting in the spruce-fir zone is accompanied by à decrease in
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total cover on the cutover areaso

The grasses and grasslike plants are

more abundant on the cutover areas than in the forest understoryo

The

cover of forbs and shrubs remains the same or decreases on tne cutover
areas in both forest zones o
Burning causes a decrease In total canopy-coverage and an increase
in poor forage species; however, these undesirable effects are probably
offset by the favorable effect of reduced slash on cattle distrlbutiono
Cattle make little use of the cutover areas observed in Western
Montanao
The grasses and grasslike plants are the most important forage
species.

Of these, Calamagrostis rubescens and Carex geyeri provide

most of the forage on the cutover areaso
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Appendix I.

Summary of the sampling regimen on the lit clearcuts
studied.
CanopyCover,

Clearcut

Blue
Nine
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Bear

Mountain
Mile
Creek No,
Creek No,
Creek No,
Creek No.
Creek No.
Creek No,
Creek No.
Creek

Edith Peak
Lost Park
Lee Creek
Granite Creek
* Unsampled,

1
2
3
U
$
6
7

Prod,

Number of Plots
Burned Areas
Forest
Understory
CanopyCan,-Cov,
Cover,

Util,

200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
280

^0
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
ICO

80
100
120
120
120
120
120
120
Or
120

rr
100

lllO
100

.Jt.}f
7?-X-

-Xr

100
200
200
100

20
20
20
20

Yr
200

100
Bo

60
.X200
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Appendix II

List of the plant species found on the clearcuts within
the fir-larch and spruce-fir ^oneso

SCIENTIFIC NAME

COMMON I^AME

Grasses and Grasslike Plants
Agropyron ^icatum (Pursho n S c r l b n c and Smith
Agrostis alba Lo
Agrostis scabra Willd^
Bromus vulgaris (Kooko j Shear
Calamagrostls canadensis (MicbXo ) Beawo
Calamagrostls rubescens Bucklo
Carex filifolia Nutto
Carex geyeri Bootto
Carex sppo
Danthonia intermedia Vasey
Deschampsia elongata (Hooko) Munro
Elymus glaucus Buekl«
Elynrus sppo
Festuca idahoensis Elmer
Festuca oceidentalis Ho o K o
Juncus sppo
Luzula parvlflora l^Ehrho ^ D&sVo
Melica subuXata (Grisebo'% Scribn*
Phleum pratense Lo
Poa Pratensis Lo
Stipa richardsoni Link
Trisetum canescens Bnckio
Trisetum ce m u urn Irlno
Triticum spp*

Bluebunch Wheatgrass
Redtop
Bentgrass
Bromegrass
Bluejoint
Pin©grass
Ihreadleaf Sedge
Elk Sedge
Timber Oatgrass
Slender Hairgrass
Blue Wild-rye
Wild-rye
Idaho Fescue
Western Pescue
Rush
WO'Od-rush

Alaska Oniongrass

Timothy
Kentucky Bluegrass
Richardson Needl©grass
Tall Trisetum
Nodding Vi-ise turn
Wheat

Forbs

Achillea millefolium Lo
Agoseris glauca (Pursho ■ Lo Lletr
Allium cemuum Roth
Bentho
Anaphalis margaritacea (L
Antennarla racemosa Hooko
Apocynum androsaemifolium Lo
Arenaria spp*
Arnica cordifolia Hooko
Aster con^icuus Llndlo
Aster sppo
Balsamorhiza sagittata (Parsbo
Boyklnia major Gray
Campanula rotundifoiia L<,
Carum carvi Lo
Castilleja sppo

& Hooke

Nutto

farrow
Pale Agoseris
Nodding Onion
Pearly Everlasting
Raceme Pussytoes
Spreading Dogbane
Sandwort
Arnica
Showy Aster
Aster
Arrowleaf Balsamroot
Large Boyklnia
Houndleaf Harebell
Caraway
Indian Paintbrush
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List of the plant species found on the clearcuts within
the fir-larch and spruce^fir gones* (continued)

SCIENTIFIC NAME

COMMON NAME

Forbs, continued
Cerastium vulgatum Lo
CirsiuTTi arvense (L o) Scop,
Cirsium foliosum (Hooko) DCo
Cirsium vulgare (Save) A-So
Clintonia uniflora (Schulto) Kuntho
Collinsla parviflora Lindl*
Collomia linearis Nutto
Crepis spp*
Cynoglossum officinale L«
Bpllobium angustifolium Lo
Epilobium spp*
Filago arvensls L,
Fragaria vesca L«
Fragaria virginiana Ducho
Galium boreale L®
Geranium viscoslssimum Fisch* & May
Goodyera oblongiflora Rafo
Hedysarum occidentale Greene
Heuchera spp.
Hieracium albiflorum Hook *
Hieracium- spp o
Lupinus wyethii Wts «
Lupinus sppo
Pedicularis racemosa Douglo
Penstemon wilcoxii I^db*
Penstemon spp*
Phlox sppo
Polygonum spp»
Potentilla sppo
Prunella vulgaris Lo
Pteridium aquilinum (Bongo) Ferwald
Ranuculus pedatifidus JoEoSmo
Ranuculus spp,
Rumex spp*
Sedum stenopetalum Pursho
Senecio spp»
Smilacina stellata ( L o ) Best,
Solldago spp.
Sonchus oleraceus L.
Taraxacum officinale Weber
Thalictrum venulosum Trelo
Thlaspi arvense L.
Tragopogon dubins Scop*

Big Ghiekweed
Canada Thistle
Elk Thistle
Bull Thistle
One'-flowered Clintonia
Small“flowered
Blue-eyed Mary
Narrow Leaved Collomia
Hawksbeard
Hound stongue
Fireweed
Willow-herb
Field Fluffweed
Woodland Strawberry
Virginian Strawberry
Northern Bedstraw
Sticky Geranium
Rattlesnake Plantain
Western Sweetvetch
Allumroot
White Hawkweed
Hawkweed
Lupine
Lupine
Slckletop Pedicularis
Wilcox Penstemon
Penstemon
Phlox
Knotweed, Smartweed
Cllnguefoil
Common Selfheal
Bracken
Northern Buttercup
Buttercup
Dock, Sorrel
Yellow Stoneerop
Groundsel
Starry False Solomon®s Se
Goldenrod
Common Sowthistle
Common Dandelion
Veiny Meadow Rue
Fanweed
Common Salsify
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Appendix II.

List of the plant species fonnd on the clearcuts within
the fir-larch and spruce fir zoneso (continued)

SCIENTIFIC NAME

GOMON NAME

Forbs continued
Trifolium repens Lo
Trillium ovatum Pursho
TJrtica dloiea Lo
Verba scum tnaps'is Lc
Xerophyllum tenax (Pursh o,1 Nutt

White Glover
Trillium
Stinging Nettle
Flannel Mullein
Beargrass

Shrubs
Acer glabram Torro
Alnus sppo
Amelanchier alnifolia Nutt
os u^°ursi (loi Spreng.
Artemisia rri
Willdo
Betula elandu
MlchjCo
Ceanothus velutinus Louglo
Ghimaphila ambellata (!« Barto
Ledum glandule sum N u t t o
Linnaea borealis Lo
Lonieera sppo
Mahonia repens Llndlo
Menziesia ferru^inea Smith
Pachistima myrsinites iPorsho t Hail
iocarpgg malvac eus iireene Kur-11 ©

Ribes spp,
Rosa spp
Rubus idea^as L.
Rubus pajr

Salix spp,
Sambucus melanocarpa A o Gray
Spiraea betulifolia Fallo
Symphoricarpos airbus lur, . Blatce
Vaccinium membranaceum Lvuglo
Vaccinium myrtillus Lo
Vaccinium scoparium Leibergo

Rocky Mountain Maple
Alder
Service Berry
KlniKinnick
Fringed Sagewort
Scrub Birch
Sncwbruah Ceanothus
Common Pipsissewa
ulandular Labrador Tea
Twin-flower
Honeysuckle
Oregon Grape
Smooth Menaiesia
M^T'tle Pachistima
Ninebark
Gooseberries and Currants
Rose
Red Raspberry
Thimbleberry
Willow
Black Elderberry
Waite Spiraea
CcïïüTiôn Snowberry
i hinleaved Huckleberry
Myî'^?i,e Huckleberry
Low Red Huckleberry

Appendix III

Canopy-coverage and production values for the dominant
species and groups of minor species on the clearcuts in
the fir-larch zonoo
Gold Cr,
Blue Mountain
Ninemile
%
Prodo
%
Prodo
%
Prod*
Cover lbs/acre Cover iDs/acrs Cover lbs/acre

Grasses and Grasslike Plants
3*0
Calamagrostls rubescens
Carex geyeri
*1
Carex spp*
*6
Festuca oceidentalis
*2
Other Grasses
Other Grasslike Plants
Subtotal
5T9
Forbs
Xerophyllum tenax
Fragaria spp*
Lupinus spp*
Arnica cordifolia
Cirsium spp*
Achillea millefolium
Epilobium angustifolium

1*8

1*7
3*8
3*6
*2
c2

62*5

2*0

137*6

26*ii
2 *ii

9*2
Id

2*0
1*6

2*0
o6

235*6
ii8 *li,
26*0
3 o6

9d*9

lEd

26*0
3ii*0
201*2
192 *ii

o2
6*6
*S
2*6
1*7

3hoh
Ihhoh

lc3

20ch

ol

200 oU
5*0
SHCTET 17*9

2hhoS

1,7
iTF

30,1
*01

6*9
2*7
,9
2o5
,3

212*0
312*8 ,

II60 E
1 3 ,2

13*3
ihoO

1^7*2
8*0

3,0
1*9
2*2
3*9

166 oii

h6oh
6hoO

16*8

1
Other Forbs
Subtotal
Shrubs
Mahonia repens
Spiraea betulifolia
Vaccinium spp*
Symphoricarpos albus
Amelanchier alnlfolia
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi
Linnaea borealis
Ceanothus veTutTnus
Rosa spp*
Salix spp,
Ribes spp.
Pachistima myrsinites
Artemisia frigida
Ghimaphila umbellata
Rubus parviflorus
Rubus ideaus
Acer glabrum
Subtotal
TOTAL

ii*9
16*2
*2
*1
*5

*1
*3

613 o2

*2
*2
ol
c5
*2

iQ.h
hoO
ihoh

6*u

.u

bhoh

1*2

oh

2hoO

oh

15*6
6oU
6*0
2*8

16*E
*8
E2*8

29 o2

*2

*8

,7
1*2
*1
o5

111*8
o2
2*2
o9
o6
o5

5E,8
37ffnr
1808
5 1,2
oh

13,6

61*2
37.6
15 =6

2*0
*8

o8
2*0

O"
21*3

789,27

ifHo

35oli 1238*0

6*9

20Î72

33,0 I23 U 0O

9S-

Appendix III,

Canopy-coverage and production values for the dominant
species and groups of minor species on the clearcuts in
the fir-larch zone» (continued)

Gold CFo #2
Gold Cr„
Gold Cr. #3
%
Prodc
Prod,
%
frodo
Cover lbs/acre Cover lbs/acre Cover lbs/acre
Grasses and Grasslike Plants
Calamagrostis rubescens
6.5'
Carex geyeri
3 . It
Carex spp.
1.7
Festuca oceidentalis
.1
Other Grasses
Other Grasslike Plants
Subtotal
HIT
Forbs
Xerophyllum tenax
Fragaria spp.
Lupinus sppo
Arnica cordifolia
Cirsium spp*
Achillea millefolium
Epilobium angustifolium

6.8
1-L

c8

2c3

S3o6

iShoO
22oh
9.2

2.3
2ol

8 7.2
68o8
17.6

222

316 cO
lS5o6
49.2
90*4
6*4
617.6

TOT

7.1

2 3 3 .3

iJTT

313.2

oh

3 6.8

.2

10.lt

lc8
2o5
lo5
lo ?
o7

46 oO
7?o2
7 2 ,0
260O
l4o 8

0

l o i

39,2

106

Shoh
h oU

lo3
o3

7

1 1 0 6

o7

o9
1102

5 0 6 %

o

6.0

9ol
2cl
lo 5
.7
o3

1(2 . 0

52.0

hM
36.0

1

Other Forbs
Subtotal
Shrubs
Mahonia repens
>iraea betulifolia
Vaccinium spp*
Symphoricarpos albus
Amelanchier alnlfolia
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi
Linnaea borealis
Ceanothus velutinus
Rosa spp.
Salix spp.
Ribes spp.
Pachistima myrsinites
Artemisia frigida
Ghimaphila umbellata
Rubus parvIflorus
Rubus ideaus
Acer glabrum
Subtotal
TOTAL

5koO

oL

II06

oh

280 U

2,0

2.9

220.8

2o2
ïûTir

1 7 6,0
41O0O

lo5

1(3o6
19.6

3o7
loO

1 7 4 .4
4 8 .0

llt.lt
lt.8

Icil
o9
1,0
08
0I4.
o2

7 0.0
2.4
?6c0
2 0 .4
4 6 .8
7,6

It.8

.1

4,8
2.8

3.0

E7T2

975

1 5 .9

722 .9

1 9 .9

oh

9 O 08

o3
ol
.2
lo i

1Ü.8
iioO

ol

hcO

,2

6 2 o 0

ol

•h

8oO

oh

28.0

12UOoO

11(6 0 .8

■
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Canopy-coverage and production values for the dominant
species and groups of minor species on the clearcuts in
the fir-larch 'zoneo (continued)

GÔÎd~cï^~#g
Gold
Gold Cr. # 7 ~
%
Prodo
%
Prod o
Prod*
Cover lbs/acre Cover lbs/acre Cover lbs/acre
Grasses and Grasslike Plants
Calamagrostis rubescens
il.3
Carex geyeri
2 .2
Carex spp.
.3
Festuca oceidentalis
.5
Other Grasses
oil
Other Grasslike plants
Subtotal
77?
Forbs
Xerophyllum tenax
2.9
Fragaria spp,
2.9
Lupinus spp*
lo7
2.8
Arnica cordifolia
.2
Cirsium spp.
1.0
Achillea millefolium
Epilobium angustifolium
.1
Apocynum an<
m
2o2
Other Forbs
Tj TF
Subtotal

TOTAL

2.5

1 0 3 .6

2.8

225.6
25.2

2.8

160.8
24-4

2.9
1-4

87-6
187-2
48.0

6.8

.1

14-4

9.2

.1

1.6

773

338-8

,4
o5
.7
.7
o3
.2

11-6
1 7 .6
1608

173.6

.9
,5

13,6

.1

168.4

107.2
22.8

54.0
9.6
72.8

5.9
2.8

1.5
.6
.2
1.9

2 3 8 .4
1 03 .2
5 4 .0
2.4
1 0 .8
174.8

.1

88.0
5227ÏÏ

2.3
ÎT.3

114 .0
549.0

6,2

9.2
.6
.1

296.8

3.1

14.4

1.4

o3

68.8
12.0
4.0
3.6

2 3 .6

.1
.2

28,8

5 9 .6

06
.3
.6
.1
1 .1

4.4

“

Shrubs
Mahonia repens
Spiraea betulifolia
Vaccinium spp*
Symphoricarpos albus
Amelanchier alnlfolia
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi
Linnaea borealis
Ceanothus velutinus
Rosa spp.
Salix spp.
Ribes spp.
Pachistima myrsinites
Artemisia frigida
Ghimaphila umbellata
Rubus parviflorus
Rubus ideaus
Acer glabrum
Subtotal

126.0

iio3
.6
o2

.il

2.8

cl

.8

3.4

16.8
1.2

20.4
1.6
16.4
143 ,2
22775

68.8
31,2
.4
46,0
36.4

.8

3.6

ol

-9
ol

3.2
12.0

,1

2.0
2-0

672

T50

12.7

33972

573

2Ô27Ô

27.7

1238.4

3 4 .8

1343.0

20.3

768.4
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Canopy-coverag© and production values for the dominant
species and groups of minor species on the clearcuts in
the fir-larch zone, (continued)

Bear Creek
Prodo
i
Cover lbs/acre
Grasses and Grasslike Plants
Calamagrostis rubescens
Carex geyeri
Carex spp.
Festuca oceidentalis
Other Grasses
Other Grasslike Plants
Subtotal
Forbs
Xerophyllum tenax
Fragaria spp.
lupinus spp.
Arnica cordifolia
Cirsium spp.
Achillea millefolium
Epilobium angustifolium
Apocynum androsaemifolium
Other Forbs
Subtotal
Shrubs
Mahonia repens
Spiraea betulifolia
Vaccinium spp.
Symphoricarpos albus
Amelanchier alnlfolia
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi
Linnaea borealis
Ceanothus velutinus
Rosa spp.
Salix spp,
Ribes spp.
Pachistima myrsinites
Artemisia frigida
Chimaphila umbellata
Rubus parviflorus
Rubus ideaus
Acer glabrum
Subtotal
TOTAL

2.2
2.2

.9

IIU.O
11^.6

37.2
7-ii
.2

27U.6
7.2

1 6 3 .2

1.1
1.2
1.6
o6
.2

37.8
56.6
2 2 o6

1.1
I3 o0

19606
2 .ii
06
3806

317%

.9
o8
1.0
lo2
.2
o2

llol
3 2 o2
77.ii
27oO

.5:

3 o2

c3
53

190%

23.li

9 8 2 .4

2 3 .0

cii
1.0
Ilo2
3.6

Appendix 17.

Canopy-coverage and production values for the dominant species and groups of minor
species on the Clearcuts in the spruce-fir zone.
Mith Peak
^
Prod.
Cover, lbs/acre

Lost Park
Prod,

Lee Creek
Prod.
%

Granite Creek
Prod.

Grasses and Grasslike Plants
Carex geyeri
Carex spp.
Other Grasses
Other Grasslike Plants
Subtotal

15.38

281

.66

27

1.52

.53

9k

2,57
.55
,37

215
hi

.35
3.04

17

,09

.01
15:92

375

9.16
.37

307

13

109
.49

5,00

Î0 9

10,02

1,44
4,27

64

,17
1.11

31

2,10
,25

262

,25

20

W

Forbs
Anaphalis margaritacea
Arnica cordifolia
Epilobium angustifolium
Senecio spp.
Xerophyllum tenax
Other Forbs
Subtotal
Shrubs
Menziesia ferruginea
Rubus ideaus
Rubus parviflorus
Sambucus spp.
Vaccinium scoparium
Vaccinium spp.
Other Shrubs
Subtotal
TOTAL

,05
iio?8
1,29

51
279
328

1.85

,19
5.12
.89

17

2.38

kS

.77
1.27
10,92

103

5.02

236

329

4,08

1.70

ii.OO

kOsll

Ilk

98

3,92

23

,10

140

6,89

206
572

,15

.66

6

.87

231

9725

504

7
552

1,31

15

51

,54

76
7

89

2.73

175

.61
3,00

314

3.47

495

4.92

3 HÔ

1276

24.22

1262

5.83

,70

,95

.71

6
2

235

9,72

2
335

1268

24,79

1166

31.51

00
I

Appendix V.

Canopy-coverage values for the dominant species and groups of minor species in the
forest understory adjacent to the clearcuts in the fir-larch zone.

Blue Mtn.
%

Ninemile

Gold Cr.#l Gold Cr.#2 Gold Cr. #3 Gold Cr.#l;

%

%

%

%

Cover

Cover

Cover

Cover

3.38

.57

2.38

2,05

1.93

.03

.91*
.1*7
.11*
3.93

.67
.65
,02
3,39

5.96

5,78
.18
2,29

3,97

,70

,17

,12
1,^6

9.07

3,56
,95
9,01

Cover

%

Cover

Grasses and Grasslike Plants
Calamagrostis rubescens
Carex geyeri
Carex spp.
Other Grasses
Subtotal

.07

.53

.10
.77

1,15
,35
.31

3,82

1,20
,ii8

,03
5,50

Forbs
Arnica cordifolia
pl^agaria sppo
Lupinus sppo
Xerophyllum tenax
Other Forbs
Subtotal

3.58
1.20
1.69
1.30

1.32
9.09

1*.81*
.39
.08

.81*
3.36
F3T

.18
1.1*1
8.68
1.80

X8 ÔÔ3

,95
1 FI27

,36

^okh
,87

ÏÏTB9

Shrubs
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi
Chimaphila umbellata
Linnaea borealis
betulifolia
Vaccinium spp,
Other Shrubs
Subtotal
TOTAL

3.65
olj6
1.51
1.29
,61
3.75
732
22.55

1.36

,69

1.21

1,37

.07

.1*2

,08

.23

.52

2.1*9
.53
9 .3 Ü

3.2k

19.76

31.31*

1,63
2.08

1.1*8
.1*0
.27
3.70
.71

1.3$
1.27
lo$8
.39
.35
2,20

11,77
30.30

22.92

26.78

\o
\o

Appendix V.

Canopy-coverage values for the dominant species and groups of minor species in the forest
under8tory adjacent to the clearcuts in the fir-larch zone, (continued)

Gold Cr.

Gold Cr. êé

Bear Creek

%

%

Cover

Cover

Cover

3.L7

1,43

2.98

,79

1.50
1,04
.36
36

Grasses and Grasslike Plants
Calamagrostis rubescens
Carex geyeri
Carex sppo
Other Grasses
Subtotal
Forbs
Arnica cordifolia
Fragaria spp,
Lupinus sppo
Xerophyllum tenax
Other Forbs
Subtotal
Shrubs
rcuosia

uva-ursi
umu

.05
.3li

.79
.83
3.92
3.15
2.26

.67

2,20

.01*

o95

.51*

5 .9 3
1 . 1*6

8.66
1.80

ïuK

,92
,69

Linnaea borealis

3,06

Mahonia repens
Spiraea Eerulifolia
Vaccinium sppc
Other Shrubs
Subtotal

1*.39
.51*
1,53
,58

TOTAL

8.86

11.9T
30.00

1,53
1.03
1*.53
.37
1.28
1.33

2.61*
.38
,23
,5 5

1*.71
2.29

TÜTBff
30.50

27.20

Appendix VI,

The percent utilization and frequency values for the important species on the Bear
Creek, Blue Mountain, Ninemile, and Gold Creek No, 6 clearcuts.
Bear Creek
T~
Freq, Util,

Blue Mountain
Freq, Util.

Ninemile
Freq, Util,

Gold Creek #6
%
%
Freq. Util.

Grasses and Grasslike Plants
Calamagrostis rubescens
Festuca occidentaTis
CaresE
Carex spp

66
6
68
16

28,4
?o8
19,1
15,5

87
12
60
34

3 .2

11

6 ,7

2.6

44

1 ,8_

5

2

BÏ
UÏ
1 2 ,4
7 ,8

2
15

^3,

1
18

16,2
12,4
9,6
4,6

32
19
10
31

6,3,
ul
99.0
2.7

53

1,9

72
28

2ol
,6

73

,5

2
53
17
30

u^
1,1

88

u^

Forbs
Achillea millefolium
Arnica cordifolia
Cirsium spp,
tria sppc
ms spp.
Xerophyllum tenax

6
42
3
35
15
54

îjl

1,1
11,0
8,0

39
79
15

1,6

11
6
1

1
2

ii

,8

Shrubs
Mahonia repens
Rosa spp 0
Rubus parviflorus
Salix spp,
betulifolia
Vaccinium spp,
Ungrazed,

28
2
1
2

3 3 .3 ,

19
31
50

15.6
29.8
8,1

yjL

2 8 ,3
9
41

o4
1 ,5

13 =8

4
14

38 =6

11

9 ,1

8,6

5

73
15
15

=$
7=1)
8=9

s

